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P R O C E E D I N G S1

(9:00 a.m.)2

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:  Good morning.  I call 3

this public hearing to order.  4

My name is Bill Jackson.  I am the Deputy 5

Assistant U.S. Trade Representative for the 6

Generalized System of Preferences and the Chair of 7

the GSP Subcommittee of the interagency Trade Policy 8

Staff Committee.9

The purpose of today's hearing is to 10

receive public testimony on several product 11

petitions accepted for consideration as part of the 12

2012 GSP Annual Review.  This hearing was announced 13

in a Federal Register notice published on December 14

28, 2012.15

All public submissions for this hearing, 16

including the original petitions, are available for 17

public review on the website, www.regulations.gov, 18

under Docket Number USTR-2012-0013.  A written 19

transcript of this hearing will be posted in the 20

same location on that website approximately five to 21

seven days after the hearing.22
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As indicated in the Federal Register1

notice, post-hearing briefs and statements must be 2

submitted electronically by 5:00 p.m., Thursday, 3

March 28, 2013, via the regulations.gov website, the 4

same one that I mentioned earlier.5

A post-hearing brief provides an 6

opportunity for witnesses to expand on their 7

testimony or respond to testimony by others.  8

Parties appearing at today's hearing may also 9

receive additional post-hearing questions from the 10

subcommittee in about a week or so.  Your responses 11

to these questions, which will also be posted on 12

regulations.gov, should be included in your 13

post-hearing brief.14

This hearing is open to the press.  Is 15

there anyone from the press here today?  Welcome.16

Each witness is limited to five minutes of 17

oral testimony except for those who are commenting 18

on more than one petition, who will be allotted 19

additional time.  20

Following the oral testimony, the 21

U.S. Government panel will ask questions of the 22
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witnesses for up to 30 minutes.  1

After the hearing, if you would like to 2

provide a written response to a question asked by 3

the panel or to a question for which the panel has 4

asked for a response, perhaps the information that 5

is being requested is business confidential, please 6

file it as part of your post-hearing statement.7

I would now like to introduce the 8

U.S. Government officials who are joining me on the 9

panel today.  From the U.S. Department of 10

Agriculture, Omar Karawa; from the U.S. Department 11

of Commerce, Kate Mellor; from the U.S. Department 12

of Labor, Emma Laury; from the U.S. Treasury, 13

Bill Schall; and from the U.S. Department of State, 14

Ann Mason.  Other U.S. Government staff who are here 15

with us today include some representatives from the 16

USITC and from USTR.17

Our first witness this morning is the 18

Ambassador of Ecuador to the United States, 19

Her Excellency Nathalie Cely.  The Ambassador will 20

be providing testimony on all three product-addition 21

petitions filed by the Government of Ecuador.  We 22
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will then hear from a witness representing the 1

U.S. Council for International Business, who 2

similarly is testifying on all three petitions 3

involving Ecuador.  We will then hear separately 4

from witnesses commenting on each of these 5

respective petitions related to fresh cut roses, 6

frozen broccoli, and certain preserved artichokes.7

At this point, I would like to ask 8

Ambassador Cely to introduce others who are 9

accompanying her today and to provide her statement.10

AMBASSADOR CELY:  Good morning, GSP 11

Subcommittee representatives and distinguished 12

guests.  Let me introduce Frank Samolis from the 13

Patton Boggs firm, and Efrain Baus, who is the 14

sub-chief of mission of Ecuador, here.15

Thank you for the opportunity to testify 16

in support of the petitions to add fresh cut 17

flowers, frozen broccoli, and preserved artichokes 18

to the list of eligible products under the 19

Generalized System of Preferences for developing 20

beneficiary countries.  My name is Nathalie Cely, 21

and I am Ambassador to the Republic of Ecuador in22
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the United States, and I am testifying today on 1

behalf of the Ecuadorian Government.2

The Government of Ecuador submits that 3

fresh cut roses, frozen broccoli, and preserved 4

artichokes should be included in the GSP for all 5

beneficiary developing countries, including Ecuador, 6

because they promote positive growth in the U.S. 7

economy, they have tremendous impact in job creation 8

and economic growth in Ecuador, and they do not pose 9

a threat to export by other developing and less 10

developed beneficiary countries.11

These are the essential reasons that 12

justify the inclusion of these products in the GSP 13

system.  Fresh cut roses, frozen broccoli, and 14

preserved artichokes are currently eligible for 15

trade preferences under the Andean Trade Promotion 16

and Drug Eradication Act, known as ATPDEA.17

ATPDEA provides duty-free treatment for 18

certain products and has been essential in 19

sustaining, diversifying, and increasing economic 20

growth and job creation in Ecuador.  Trade 21

preference for products such as fresh cut roses, 22
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frozen broccoli, and preserved artichokes support 1

thousands of jobs for farmers, transportation and 2

distribution employees, vendors, and customers, both 3

in the United States and in Ecuador.4

Moreover, trade preference provides more 5

choices for U.S. consumers who have recognized 6

Ecuadorian products as having competitive prices and 7

high quality without substantially competing with 8

U.S. products.  These economic and social 9

development benefits for the United States and 10

Ecuador will continue if fresh cut roses, frozen 11

broccoli, and preserved artichokes are added as 12

eligible under the GSP.13

Although this hearing focuses on GSP 14

eligibility for products rather than countries, I 15

want to take this opportunity to reiterate that 16

Ecuador is compliant with all the criteria for GSP 17

eligibility.  While I understand that the focus of 18

this hearing is eligibility of fresh cut roses, 19

frozen broccoli, and preserved artichokes, I am 20

happy to answer any questions regarding all the 21

eligibility criteria during the question and answer 22
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portion of this hearing.1

Adding fresh cut roses, frozen broccoli, 2

and preserved artichokes to the GSP will continue to 3

growth in the U.S. economy.  Fresh cut roses, frozen 4

broccoli, and preserved artichokes generate revenues 5

and jobs in the U.S. and are part of a very 6

integrated international value change.7

With regard to fresh cut roses, a tariff 8

on Ecuadorian fresh cut roses will force a majority 9

of Ecuadorian producers to reduce or cut their 10

exports to the United States.  Taking in 11

consideration that Ecuador provides 24 percent of 12

imported roses to the U.S. in 2012, and its quality 13

is unmatched, less supply will increase cost for 14

U.S. consumers, cost in growth and jobs, as well as 15

reducing competition in the U.S. market in the 16

medium term.17

Additionally, according to economic census 18

in 2007, there were almost 2,000 florist shops in 19

the U.S., generating 94,000 jobs; 82 percent of 20

those shops sell less than a half a million yearly, 21

and 80 percent have less than 10 employees.22
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According to a recent study conducted by 1

the Rothkopf advisory firm, at least 1,400 of these 2

shops in the U.S. buy their roses directly from 3

Ecuadorian rose producers.  If fresh cut roses are 4

not added to the GSP, these small business employees 5

and their families will suffer greatly from the lack 6

of supply, higher prices, and lower quality of 7

roses.8

With regard to frozen broccoli, Ecuadorian 9

producers supply high-quality frozen broccoli at a 10

very competitive price throughout the entire year 11

for the American companies who use it as an input in 12

production.  U.S. production is sold fresh and does 13

not meet the American demand for broccoli.  Broccoli 14

growers and other suppliers depend on Ecuadorian 15

broccoli to complete their inventory.  Ecuadorian 16

production takes place on small farms, allowing 17

Ecuador to provide high-quality products as demanded 18

by American business and consumers.19

With regard to preserved artichokes, such 20

imports satisfy and have met the demand for 21

specialty artichokes, which are regarded as having a 22
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high quality that is valued by customers and can be 1

supplied throughout the entire year.  This creates a 2

consumer surplus and serves as an input in a high 3

value-added services industry.4

Ecuador trade with the United States 5

generates thousands of jobs in both countries.  In6

fact, two-way trade between the countries totaled 7

approximately $17 billion last year.  U.S. exports 8

to Ecuador have more than doubled, from 2.6 billion 9

in 2006, excuse me, to U.S. $6.7 billion in just 10

6 years.  11

This trade, with the help of trade 12

preference programs such as ATPDEA, has contributed 13

to Ecuador's economic growth and development.  In 14

five years, the Government of Ecuador has reduced 15

poverty from 38 percent in 2006 to 27 percent in 16

2012.  National unemployment has reduced from 11 17

percent in 2006 to 4 percent in 2012.  Access to 18

secondary education has increased substantially from 19

47 to 62 percent.  Also, access to health services 20

has doubled in the same period.21

Furthermore, Ecuador's development is also 22
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reflected in the country's increased infrastructure 1

and public services.  Ecuador's investments have 2

resulted in almost 8 million kilometers of roads, 3

3 new airports, and almost 3 million new broadband 4

internet users.5

Finally, the social, economic development 6

in the areas where fresh cut roses, frozen broccoli, 7

and preserved artichokes are cultivated has been 8

instrumental in preventing the population's 9

involvement in illicit activities related to drug 10

production and trafficking.  Of note, Ecuador is a 11

country virtually free of drug production.12

The Ecuadorian flower industry generates 13

30,000 local jobs in Ecuador, and about 51 percent 14

of these employees are women.  The industry has 15

become essential to the Ecuadorian economy and one 16

of the main employers in some of the poorest areas 17

of the country, which have little to no economic 18

alternatives and are at risk of the narcotic trade.19

With regard to frozen broccoli, in 2011, 20

the Ecuadorian industry generated over 3,000 direct 21

jobs and almost 10,000 indirect jobs in Ecuador.  22
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Frozen broccoli production is labor intensive and 1

employs low skill labor, and an important social 2

benefit for us.3

With regards to preserved artichokes, 4

approximately 839 direct jobs and almost 3,000 5

indirect jobs are produced by this industry.  It is 6

estimated that almost 10,000 people indirectly 7

benefit by the Ecuadorian preserved artichokes 8

industry.  The preserved artichokes industry links 9

traditional small-scale agricultural workers with 10

international markets through the processes of this 11

vegetable.  12

If added to the GSP, fresh cut roses, 13

frozen broccoli, and preserved artichokes will not 14

compete with exports from less developed beneficiary 15

countries.  16

With regard to fresh cut roses, Ethiopia, 17

Kenya, South Africa, Uganda, and Tanzania are the 18

only LDBCs that have exported fresh cut roses to the 19

United States since 2009.  Ecuador has had duty-free 20

access to American markets since the 1990s; thus, 21

granting GSP eligibility will not alter the current 22
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market structure against or in favor of the other 1

LDBCs in a significant way.2

With regard to frozen broccoli, the main 3

supplier providing 80 percent of imports of frozen 4

broccoli into the United States in 2012 had free 5

trade agreements.  With regard to preserved 6

artichokes, the United States has not imported 7

preserved artichokes from any LDBC since 2009.8

As highlighted in my testimony, adding 9

fresh cut roses, frozen broccoli, and preserved 10

artichokes to the GSP is a win-win proposition.  11

These products generate thousands of jobs and 12

economic growth in the U.S. and Ecuador.  Moreover, 13

both countries benefit greatly from trade related to 14

these products, which are so deeply integrated with 15

the U.S. value change.16

Thank you for the opportunity to testify 17

at this hearing.  And I look forward to answering 18

any questions you may have.19

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:  Thank you, Ambassador, 20

for your statement.  We'd like to begin the 21

questions by my colleague from the Department of 22
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Commerce.1

MS. MELLOR:  Can you please explain what 2

is distinctive about Ecuadorian roses?  And do 3

Ecuadorian roses sell at a premium in the U.S. 4

market?5

AMBASSADOR CELY:  Okay.  Ecuadorian roses 6

are very diverse in their varieties, so I will say 7

roses are really complementary and different for 8

very stylish and different trends of bouquets.9

Regarding to having a premium, that is 10

difficult to say, and I would prefer for the 11

businessmen to answer that question.12

And also Ecuador, as other countries such 13

as Colombia, we are in the middle of the -- at the 14

center of the equator and, of course, that creates 15

particular conditions that are difficult to 16

replicate, the luminosity that we have, the altitude 17

that we have.  And, also, we are very proud of our 18

Ecuadorian technology, the greenhouses.  We started 19

that a long time ago, as Colombia did.  And that 20

technology, of course, is now all over the world, 21

but also creates great conditions for the growing of 22
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flowers.  So I argue that our flowers are the best.1

MR. KARAWA:  Madam Ambassador, thank you 2

for coming.  How important is the U.S. market for 3

Ecuador's cut flowers sector?  What are the other 4

major markets in which the Ecuadorian flowers are 5

sold, and what is the tariff treatment in those 6

countries?7

AMBASSADOR CELY:  Okay.  One of the main 8

markets, of course, is the United States, and that's 9

because of logistics and the fact that I think we 10

have the same principles and culture, so we tend to 11

see north and the United States as our main market. 12

Of course, it has been diminishing in the 13

last years because businessmen and the government 14

have intended to diversify their markets and try to 15

go to others.  In the case of roses, of course, 16

Europe is a big one, and Russia is another one.  I 17

will say those countries are the most important or 18

have the same importance as the United States.  19

The United States used to be the first 20

market for roses and for most of the products of the 21

Ecuadorian economy.  That is not the case anymore, 22
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but it remains a very, very still important product 1

for roses, as the other products, and we are asking 2

for the petition today.3

So you asked me about tariffs?4

MR. KARAWA:  Yes.5

AMBASSADOR CELY:  Right now, roses enter 6

without tariffs to Europe through a GSP, as well.  7

But I am not sure about Russia, so I will defer this 8

matter, and we can provide you with that information 9

in the post-hearing.10

MR. KARAWA:  You said U.S. is not number 11

one.  Which one is number one?12

AMBASSADOR CELY:  I think it depends on 13

the year that you look at.  But I think it varies.  14

Some years it is the first, some years it is the 15

second; it varies.  So I am not sure.  It's 16

depending which year you look at it.  I would prefer 17

to confirm you that in the post-hearing.18

MS. LAURY:  Good morning.19

AMBASSADOR CELY:  Good morning.20

MS. LAURY:  The Government of Ecuador 21

makes the case in its submission that granting GSP 22
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eligibility for these three products will support 1

anti-narcotics efforts.  Of these products, roses, 2

broccoli, and artichokes, which are the most 3

important in this regard?  That is, which of these 4

are grown in areas where illegal narcotic production 5

is current and/or a potential problem, and which 6

ones have been the focus of alternative crop 7

production?8

AMBASSADOR CELY:  Okay.  Thanks for your 9

question.  It is really hard to say which one is the 10

most important, to tell you the truth, because you 11

need to have a certain amount that it makes a 12

difference.  So in that case, if you take that 13

criteria as a main factor, you know, the number of 14

hectares that you have in a particular area of our 15

interest in the drug fighting, in the northern part 16

of Colombia.  We have a 6,000 kilometers frontier 17

with Colombia.  Of course, roses are in the northern 18

part and they have the largest production there.19

But I will argue that broccoli and 20

artichokes, as well, are important.  They don't have 21

the same amount of hectares in cultivation, but they 22
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provide opportunities, particularly to women that in 1

some areas are the head of the households, and in 2

areas where you don't have another alternative crop.  3

For example, in the province of Cotopaxi or in the 4

province of the center part of Ecuador, where we 5

have the highest indigenous population there, I will 6

argue that those areas are also very important for 7

economic inclusion problems.  8

So it is not only about the number of 9

hectares that you have, but also where they are and 10

if there are other alternative crops that can be 11

grown efficiently and can be exported to the 12

United States or other countries.13

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:  Ambassador, could you 14

comment on the different regions where these three 15

products are grown and what problems Ecuador may16

have faced in the past?  I took note from your 17

testimony that you said Ecuador is not a major 18

source of illicit narcotics production.  But the 19

areas in which these three products are grown, are 20

they areas in which illicit narcotic production has 21

been a problem in the past or could be potentially 22
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in the future?1

AMBASSADOR CELY:  I wish I had brought a 2

map with me so it would be easier for you to -- to 3

show you with a map that Ecuador is in between 4

Colombia and Peru.  So in the northern part of our 5

country, we have a border with Colombia.  And 6

towards Peru and Colombia, too, you have the 7

rainforest.  And we have a lot of policies that we 8

want to fulfill at the same time.  And, of course, 9

keeping the rainforest and finding sustainable ways 10

to have meanings of life for people there is also a 11

very challenging question, a very challenging thing 12

for us to do.13

So in the northern part with Colombia, in 14

the area where you might have more altitude, in the 15

highlands, let's put it that way, so you have 16

highlands, you have the rainforest, and then you 17

have the coast.  Right?  And then we face problems 18

in these three different environmental places.19

So in the coast, in the north you have 20

Esmeraldas, which has been one of the most difficult 21

places to find crops that are sustainable and then 22
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make a living for the people.  I will say that is 1

where the problem remains.  But I will say, I will 2

argue that in the highlands that have the border 3

with Colombia is where we have been very successful 4

with crops like roses, for example.  And the other 5

challenge is sun, of course, in the rainforest, 6

border-wise.  7

In the south, you have Peru.  And as good 8

news as the production of drugs being reduced in 9

Colombia, you might know that it has been on the 10

rise in Peru.  So, for us, being able to seize last 11

year 42 TM of drugs, which is double that we did in 12

2011, having now being reduced, you know, if you 13

consider both countries, I consider it quite an 14

accomplishment of our policies.15

So in the highlands, it has been very 16

successful, you know, the ATPDEA has been very 17

successful to eradicate any means of producing 18

illicit drugs.  And we still have a little bit of 19

challenges in Esmeraldas, but we are working on it 20

with other different crops than the one that we are 21

discussing today.22
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MR. SCHALL:  Good morning, everyone.  The 1

United States Council for International Business, 2

who will be appearing in the next panel, in their 3

pre-hearing submission believes that Ecuador's 4

effort to add these products to GSP is a means of 5

circumventing the possible expiration of the ATPA 6

program.7

Furthermore, it also argues that Ecuador 8

does not deserve the benefit of duty-free treatment 9

for these products because it does not meet GSP 10

eligibility criteria related to, among other things, 11

expropriation and the payment of arbitral awards.12

Would you please comment on these 13

assertions from the Council in their pre-hearing 14

submission?15

AMBASSADOR CELY:  Thanks for your 16

question.  It allows me the opportunity to tell you 17

two things. 18

First of all, there has not been any 19

single expropriation case in Ecuador without having 20

their just pay.  So I don't recall any.  I would 21

like to know particular cases so they can prove 22
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their point.1

And what was the other one, expropriation 2

and what was the other one?3

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:  Circumvention.4

MR. SCHALL:  Basically, it is 5

circumventing the expiration of ATPA.6

AMBASSADOR CELY:  Oh, okay.  So we are 7

really concerned about the expiration of ATPDEA, 8

definitely, we are.  We have been having a lapse in 9

ATPDEA last year, and that caused a lot of effects 10

on the rising of investment in those hectares, so it 11

certainly is not good for business.  Definitely, we 12

worry about that.13

I think ATPDEA has been very successful, 14

and we can provide you with information, if you are 15

interested on this, on how successful has been the 16

program for drug eradication.  I mean we are between 17

these two countries, Colombia and Peru, which if you 18

add the total production, it remains more or less 19

the same as 20 years ago.  That is not the case in 20

my country.21

And we have invested heavily, heavily our 22
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own resources.  That comes, of course, from an 1

increase of four points in GDP, in our taxation, in 2

our collection of revenues.  So everybody in 3

Ecuador, everybody, every single citizen has put in 4

their share on the fight of drugs.  So I think we 5

are doing the most that we can with the resources 6

that we have.7

So we are going to still argue, asking for 8

an extension of the program.  I think it is, pardon 9

my frankness, the least that the United States can 10

do for a country that is doing their fair share in 11

the fight on drugs.  But if it doesn't happen, we 12

are very worried about employment in this very 13

successful case, and that is why we are here asking 14

for you to consider them in the GSP.15

MR. SAMOLIS:  Mr. Schall, Frank Samolis 16

with Patton Boggs.  Let me just add that applying 17

under its rights for GSP eligibility doesn't 18

constitute, in my mind, anything near circumvention.  19

We are obviously aware that the ATPDEA program 20

expires at the end of July.  But, as you know, GSP 21

and ATPDEA are two separate programs.  Ecuador is 22
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fully within its rights to petition within the GSP 1

program.  So, in my mind, that doesn't come anywhere 2

near circumvention.3

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:  Just as a follow-up, 4

one of the other things that was cited in the 5

pre-hearing submission by the U.S. Council of 6

International Business was non-payment of arbitral 7

awards, and I was wondering if you might comment on 8

that?9

AMBASSADOR CELY:  Okay.  Ecuador has been 10

honoring every single final award that we had in the 11

past.  And there are three.  You can check on that.  12

And I already have submitted information about those 13

three cases, too.14

There is a pending case.  There are many 15

litigations between the Republic of Ecuador and 16

Chevron.  And perhaps what the Council is referring 17

is about an interim award that Chevron took to the 18

court, to the arbitration courts, using the --19

Ecuadorian-U.S. BIT.  And they request, the 20

arbitration request Ecuador to stop the execution of 21

the award that the court of Lago Agrio -- you know 22
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that it's a private party litigation where we are 1

trying to get involved.  2

And I would like to argue that in good 3

faith we're trying to -- we did our best.  So it is 4

not an issue about willingness, of complying with 5

the arbitration award.  It is a question of 6

inability to comply with that.  And why I am saying 7

that is because, as in the United States, every part 8

or branch of the state, it has their own function.  9

We cannot, as a government, intervene with the 10

court, what the justice court said, that's one.11

And, secondly, we have a contradiction 12

between international law and national law, and not 13

only that, between human right conventions that we 14

have signed, and of course the rights that investors 15

need to protect themselves.16

So I will argue that we have tried our 17

best in good faith, but we cannot do more than we 18

have done regarding that.  And I hope that the 19

litigation continues and it gets to a final award, 20

and then with that I hope we can do more.  But it is 21

not a question of not having good faith in 22
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complying.  It is more not having the ability to 1

comply with that.2

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:  Madam Ambassador, 3

several times you mentioned good faith and good 4

intentions with respect to Ecuador's compliance with 5

these interim arbitral awards.  I was wondering if 6

you could provide some examples of the good faith, 7

the good intentions.8

AMBASSADOR CELY:  Of course.  The General 9

Attorney wrote all the letters to every single 10

judiciary system, and to the Minister of Foreign 11

Affairs, to everybody that has a stake in this.  So 12

I think with that we've proved that we tried to 13

convey to the Lago Agrio court what the 14

international courts intended them to do.15

But I will argue that that's as far as we 16

can go because there is a clear -- we cannot 17

interfere in our national court.  And there are 18

clear examples here in the United States where you 19

had had international, for example, from the 20

international human rights system, for example, to 21

suspend or stop executions here.  And it has been 22
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claimed that a national internal law has a supremacy 1

over international law.2

So we can provide you with all those 3

letters that have been written in regards to this 4

case.5

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:  Thank you.  It would be 6

interesting to see those letters.  If I understand 7

you correctly, you're saying that representatives of 8

your government have communicated with the 9

plaintiffs in the Lago Agrio --10

AMBASSADOR CELY:  No.11

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:  They have not?12

AMBASSADOR CELY:  No, no, we did -- not 13

the plaintiffs because we cannot interfere.14

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:  So they've communicated 15

with?16

AMBASSADOR CELY:  With the judiciary 17

system.  We have informed the judiciary systems and 18

everybody that is in relation with this case about 19

the international award, the international 20

notification to stop the execution.  But it wouldn't 21

be in our way of seeing things intervening with a 22
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private party with their litigation.1

Clearly, it has been an intention to drag 2

Ecuador in this, and even to drag Ecuador and the 3

United States in a fight about this.  And we are 4

trying to stay away, like it should be, out of this.  5

And I know that Chevron has chosen the international 6

arbitration system, but there is still pending a 7

case in our national court regarding Ecuador-Chevron8

claims.  So that is not ended.  It is already still 9

in our court regarding Chevron's worries about the 10

process and everything.  So their concerns also can 11

be addressed in our internal judiciary system in 12

Ecuador.  So there are plenty of opportunities where 13

I hope these private parties can find solution to 14

their litigations.15

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:  Just one more question 16

on this with respect to the communications from your 17

government on litigation to the case.  Have there 18

been any communications to courts outside of Ecuador 19

with respect to proceedings that have been 20

undertaken by the Lago Agrio plaintiffs?21

AMBASSADOR CELY:  I am not aware of any, 22
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but I can find out more and I can include that in 1

the post-hearing comments.2

MS. MASON:  Thank you, Madam Ambassador, 3

for your testimony.  Considering the potential 4

expiration of ATPA has been coming for over two 5

years, and understanding the concern the government 6

and industry have over the potential losses due to 7

backsliding on counter-narcotics programs, are there 8

any efforts underway now to support small farms so 9

they do not resort to illicit crop production in the 10

event ATPA expires and perhaps if these products are 11

not added to GSP?12

AMBASSADOR CELY:  Oh, yes.  We have a lot 13

of programs to support and to foster SME 14

productivity and their access to international 15

markets.  We have those programs going on, and they 16

are being managed by the Ministry of Industry and by 17

the Ministry of Productions.  And even, you know, we 18

worked together with the USAID, for example, in so 19

many of these issues in my country through a program 20

called Red Productiva.  We are working together in a 21

partnership in many of these areas.22
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But I will argue that despite those 1

efforts, despite that we have been trying to invest 2

a lot of money in helping small farmers, it will be 3

really, really hard to change immediately or to 4

translate the total amount of hectares to different 5

crops.  6

What I think is being successful about the 7

ATPDEA is not only that we have been able to bring 8

crops that are productive and that have good market 9

demand, it is also about the model and how we are 10

working.11

For example, in broccoli or in artichokes, 12

we have agriculture contracts between the 13

industrialization phase and the agricultures.  And 14

so in some way risks are being shared not only by 15

the agriculture, by the farmers, but also by the 16

industry.  And I think we have a better distribution 17

of the gains and the value exchange.  So that really 18

has made the difference.  19

So you have a risk mitigation in 20

agriculture risks, and then you have through those 21

industrialization to these companies, the 22
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agriculture, the farmers have an access to markets.  1

So it has been successful because you don't have 2

these ups and downs that you might have in 3

agriculture where there are commodities, so where 4

the farmers don't know what to do.  So you need to 5

find things or products that can have those kind of 6

assurance and to have that come down to 7

international demand, because you don't want to have 8

farmers to go with a crop and then it is 9

unsuccessful, and then go back and having this 10

setback. 11

So what I am trying to convey is it is not 12

as easy as it might seem to find a successful case 13

that is sustainable in the long-term based on market 14

demand.15

MR. KARAWA:  Madam Ambassador, have you 16

been seeking other markets in a similar way as you 17

have done with roses?18

AMBASSADOR CELY:  Actively, actively.  19

This is a very good question.  We truly believe that 20

we should diversify our economy, that we should 21

include more value-added in order to keep wages up.  22
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And also we truly believe that we need to diversify 1

our markets.  And we have been trying to do that 2

really hard.  3

There is a new agency called Pro Ecuador 4

that has been working for the last two years with 5

CORPEI, which used to be -- it is still the private 6

export agency.  And as a government we have 7

dedicated and allocated a lot of resources in 8

opening trade offices all over the world.  As a 9

matter of fact, in the United States, we used to 10

have one and now we have four.11

So we are doing everything possible to 12

expand our markets and to find niches where 13

producers and businessmen can compete.  And we have 14

done well.  I am not complaining.  But world economy 15

is not as good as we want it to be.  Of course, our 16

trade with the United States had increased 17

14 percent for non-oil products last year, but 18

Europe went down by 7 percent.  So nowadays you work 19

hard on that, but the economy is not where -- the 20

global economy is not where we want it to be.21

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:  Madam Ambassador, some 22
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of the submissions in support of this petition argue 1

that it would be, quote/unquote, "unfair" for 2

Ecuador to compete against other Latin American 3

countries like Colombia, Mexico, and Guatemala that 4

have duty-free access to the U.S. market for roses.  5

Of course, those countries are all parties to free 6

trade agreements with the United States, which is a 7

mechanism under which they enjoy that treaty-bound 8

preferential access.9

GSP, like ATPA, is a unilateral preference 10

program.  In other words, the United States offers 11

this access without seeking reciprocal market access 12

in Ecuador.  13

How would you respond to producers from 14

these FTA countries who might argue that it is 15

unfair to their countries if Ecuador is given 16

preferential access to the U.S. market for this 17

product under GSP without having provided reciprocal 18

access, as they did, via the free trade agreements 19

they have with the United States?20

AMBASSADOR CELY:  Well, I guess you have 21

GSP for several reasons, and that's on your side, 22
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your motives, and how you want to foster development 1

in countries for several reasons.  And I would argue 2

that if Ecuador complies with the criteria of 3

eligibility for a GSP, I don't see why it is unfair.4

And on top of that, I think we are a very 5

open economy.  We don't have a free trade agreement.  6

And we are willing to work out new programs and 7

willing to find ways to increase your trade.  But I 8

will say the last time I checked in 2011, Ecuador 9

has the second highest growth for your exports in 10

Latin America.  So that means that we are growing.  11

We have an interest in the market.  It is now a 7.6 12

million market for your exports.  So I think we are 13

reciprocating in so many ways.14

And so, first, I think we comply with the 15

criteria.  Second, I think you are doing really well 16

in your exports to my country.  There is always room 17

to do better, and we are willing to work on that.  18

And, thirdly, I will say that also Ecuador is doing 19

something that the other countries might not be 20

doing.  I mean we truly share the fight against 21

international legal crime, and I think we are doing 22
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our fair share.1

Just to give you a small example of how we 2

are investing heavily in this is the only 3

infrastructure for the Ministry of Interior, we 4

spend $350 million, just in infrastructure.  I mean 5

I am not accounting the 18 percent of the military 6

forces located in the northern front of Colombia.  7

The 50,000 men in the narcotics and police that we 8

have now in Ecuador, and everybody is paying his 9

share because everybody is paying taxes in Ecuador.10

MR. SAMOLIS:  Mr. Jackson, I'd just add 11

obviously the countries that enjoy FTAs don't have 12

to worry about our Congress extending for temporary 13

periods of time that program or that agreement.  14

Ecuador, like any GSP beneficiary or any ATPA 15

beneficiary, is subject to the whims of our Congress 16

in extending any unilateral preference.  17

And when our Congress extends those 18

programs for a very short period of time, that does 19

not help private sectors plan for future investment, 20

as I think you'll hear later this morning.21

AMBASSADOR CELY:  I may have a fourth 22
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reason.  I think also you have invested heavily in 1

Ecuador, and through your ATPDEA, of course, and 2

also through USAID, and sharing the same values 3

against -- helping local rural farmers, eradicating 4

poverty, helping women to exercise their right 5

through economic opportunities.  And I think those 6

are shared values, and that it might be worth it to 7

keep fighting together.8

MS. LAURY:  I have one more question.  As 9

you may be aware, Ecuadorian flowers are included on 10

a product list compiled by the U.S. Department of 11

Labor under the Trafficking Victims Protection 12

Reauthorization Act of goods made with forced or 13

child labor.  14

Can you describe the efforts to eliminate 15

child labor in the sector, as well as concerns about 16

respect for freedom of association in the cut flower 17

sector?18

AMBASSADOR CELY:  Okay.  Thanks for asking 19

those questions.  And I want to assure you that the 20

Government of Ecuador is strongly working not only 21

in this sector, but every single sector of the 22
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economy to keep children out of work.  And we have 1

really good numbers about that when you compare the 2

statistics about children going back to school, 3

where they belong.4

So you cannot have a more supportive 5

government that is investing -- we have every single 6

law.  I mean it is enshrined in our constitution.  7

It is enshrined in the childhood code, and every 8

single law that you can imagine.  I mean that's in 9

our culture and in our beliefs.10

What is different with this government is 11

about execution, I mean worrying about that and 12

investing money, and having the inspections needed, 13

and the follow-up needed.  But I have to say on 14

behalf of the private sector, as well, that it has 15

been a really important concern for them.  And we 16

have a strict code of ethical behavior, we call it 17

the ethics of the private sector, and we strongly 18

inviting them to work together.  We have done it 19

with the flower sector in 2011.  20

And I guess there are very few cases that 21

were brought up under inspections, but they were 22
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taking care of them.  So I think this effort will 1

continue, and we are even talking about more radical 2

measures, like to develop a system where nobody that 3

has a suspicion or has an investigation underway 4

cannot support.  And I mean that is something that 5

is really drastic, I think, but it might be worth it 6

to explore more.  So we are having those 7

conversations with the private sector.8

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:  Thank you, Ambassador, 9

for your statement and also for your participation 10

in this hearing.  As I mentioned earlier, we may 11

come back to you with some additional questions 12

post-hearing.  And I think you did undertake in 13

response to a few questions to provide some 14

additional information.  So thank you very much.15

AMBASSADOR CELY:  To all of you, it has 16

been my pleasure to be here, and we are looking 17

forward to your questions, and to send the things 18

that I haven't been able to respond completely 19

today.20

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:  Thank you.21

(Pause.)22
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I'd now like to call to the desk the next 1

witness, Mr. Donnelly.  Thank you, Mr. Donnelly.  We 2

would welcome your statement, and then we will pose 3

some questions for you.4

MR. DONNELLY:  Great.  Thanks, 5

Mr. Chairman and the Committee.  Hi, my name is 6

Shaun Donnelly.  I am a Vice President at the United 7

States Council for International Business, a New 8

York-based major U.S. trade association.  We 9

represent the U.S. business community in a variety 10

of international fora, including the U.N. system, 11

the OECD, the International Chamber of Commerce.12

We are traditionally very strong 13

supporters of open trade and investment regimes and 14

policies in the United States and in foreign 15

countries.  We are strong supporters of the GSP 16

program.17

I just wanted to sort of make four basic 18

points today that build on my comments that we 19

submitted.  First, as I think came out in the 20

discussion with the ambassador, GSP and ATPDEA and 21

other preference programs are unilateral preference 22
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programs granted by the United States.  They are not 1

an entitlement that any company or country has.  2

They can be refined, amended.  That is, in fact, 3

what you are doing through this process is looking 4

at how the program on an annual basis should be 5

updated and so on.6

And the eligibility of Ecuador or any 7

other country is a major question.  And I understand 8

there is a separate process.  And we are, today, 9

really looking at a couple of specific requests to 10

add products.11

I would simply argue that, as I think 12

again came out in the discussion with the 13

ambassador, this is not your typical case of a 14

product being sort of plucked out of the air to be 15

considered for addition.  This is three major 16

products that have previously benefited under the 17

ATPDEA program.  I think we all have a sense that 18

that program is going to expire at the end of July 19

of this year.  I don't pretend to know exactly the 20

views of every member of Congress or within the 21

Administration.  But I think it is clear it is not a 22
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coincidence.1

Really, as you know, as other countries 2

originally in the ATPA program either moved up to 3

full FTA partners with the United States or moved in 4

a different direction and faded away, in recent 5

years Ecuador has been the only beneficiary of 6

ATPDEA.  And I think given some of the questions 7

that arise about Ecuador's performance under ATPDEA 8

and more generally, the Congress and the 9

Administration have come to a sense that there is 10

not a reason to extend ATPDEA.11

So, now we have a question of do we take 12

major products and move them over to GSP.  Whether 13

it is circumvent or compensate or whatever verb you 14

choose to put in it, I think that's really the 15

question here.16

I think, as I maintained in my submission, 17

there are several questions.  There are clear 18

criteria laid out, as you know well, you run the 19

program, under U.S. law and regulation about country 20

eligibility.  I alluded to a couple.  The main one I 21

think is this respect for international arbitral 22
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awards and procedures.  1

I have a slightly different interpretation 2

than the ambassador presented about the Government 3

of Ecuador's performance in honoring those.  I think 4

their record has not been quite so good as was 5

suggested.  And I think there are very serious 6

questions there.  And as you know, that's under the 7

mandatory criteria, so I think it really merits a 8

very close examination by the GSP Committee as you 9

look into that.10

I think the criteria, under mandatory 11

criteria, says a GSP beneficiary may not have failed 12

to recognize or enforce arbitral awards in favor of 13

U.S. citizens or corporations.  I think that's 14

pretty clear what the record of the Government of 15

Ecuador has been.16

Under the so-called other factors or other 17

criteria, things like intellectual property rights 18

are there, and I think there are some questions 19

about the Government of Ecuador's performance in 20

that regard.  They are I believe on the Watch List, 21

have been for some time.  Under the Special 301 22
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procedure, questions about how they respect 1

pharmaceutical patents and data protection are, I 2

think, worth a very close look.3

I think there are other factors.  The GSP 4

program is a partnership between countries.  And I 5

think there are frankly some other issues that I 6

would encourage the Committee to look at that raise 7

a question about the commitment to partnership with 8

the United States and cooperation with the United 9

States from the Government of Ecuador.10

The U.S. Human Rights Report this year 11

talks about corruption in Ecuador, and it says, 12

quote, "Corruption was endemic, especially in the 13

judicial sector, and officials engaged in corrupt 14

practices with impunity."  That was the judgment of 15

the Department of State in the interagency process.  16

And as I think you know, the arbitral 17

award dispute between a U.S. company, Chevron, and 18

the Government of Ecuador, there are some very 19

serious reports and allegations of corruption in the 20

judicial system.  I think that is backed up by the 21

Human Rights Report.  22
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There is a question about Ecuador's 1

performance in cooperation on counter-narcotics.  2

The Financial Action Task Force is identified.  3

Ecuador is failing to cooperate in combating money 4

laundering.  I just think in international relations 5

you sort of judge by who you choose to be friends 6

with.  And I think the record of the Government of 7

Ecuador in recent years shows a greater interest in 8

a close and cooperative relationship with countries 9

like Cuba and Venezuela and Iran than with the 10

United States.  And I think that is not something 11

that should be ignored in this regard.12

Obviously, nations are sovereign.  The 13

Government of Ecuador is sovereign.  They are able 14

to make choices about how they conduct their foreign 15

policy, how they conduct their economic policy.  But 16

acts have consequences.  And I think the performance 17

of the Government of Ecuador, particularly in 18

relation to respect for arbitral awards, really runs 19

directly counter to the plain language of the 20

statute and the regulations as laid out in the GSP21

Guidebook that USTR puts out.22
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And I would simply urge that the 1

Committee, the Administration take a very close look 2

at this question of whether, in light of this what I 3

would call an extraordinary request to move three 4

major products from one preference program that is 5

expiring in large part because of the questions 6

about the performance of the recipient beneficiary 7

government, Ecuador, the only ATPDEA program, into 8

this GSP program.  I just think it merits a very 9

close examination to see if it really justifies the 10

criteria that are laid out.11

So thanks for the opportunity.  I'd be 12

happy to answer any questions or try to respond to 13

anything that was raised by an earlier speaker.  14

Thanks.15

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:  Thank you, 16

Mr. Donnelly.  We'll begin our questions with a 17

representative from the Department of State.18

MS. MASON:  Thank you for your testimony.19

MR. DONNELLY:  Sure.20

MS. MASON:  If I understand your testimony 21

correctly, you are concerned more with the prospect 22
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of Ecuador receiving benefits if these products are 1

accepted under GSP more so than you are with the 2

product-specific implications of adding these 3

products to GSP.  As you are probably aware, if they 4

are granted GSP status and benefits, they will also 5

be eligible to all 127 GSP-eligible countries.  6

Do you have any concerns with any specific 7

products under review today?8

MR. DONNELLY:  No, I don't.  I think if 9

you listened or read what I submitted, I don't think 10

I said anything about artichokes or flowers or 11

roses.  I mean that's really not the issue.  And I 12

realize there is a parallel process on country 13

eligibility.14

What I would argue is that in light of the 15

-- and I do understand that the benefits, if once a 16

product is added, it is available to all GSP 17

eligible countries, and that's the way it should be.  18

It is not kind of picking and choosing.  The fact is 19

this request for these three products is driven by, 20

as far as I can tell, the government and industry 21

sources in Ecuador and the United States related to 22
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Ecuador and so on.  And so I think it really does 1

merit a special consideration because of that.  2

It is not your typical GSP product thing, 3

maybe driven by a U.S. manufacturer who is looking 4

for a certain input.  But I do think there has been 5

a very clear voice from the U.S. Congress that ATPA 6

benefits for -- ATPDEA, I guess, benefits for 7

Ecuador do not merit being extended.  And I think 8

this is a clear case that the effect here is, would 9

be to transfer big chunks of Ecuador's ATPDEA 10

benefits into the GSP program.  And I just think 11

that merits a close look.12

It is ultimately, at this point, a product 13

review.  It might make sense, it seems to me, for 14

you to wait until -- just suspend action on it and 15

look at I think Ecuador's -- there is a petition 16

somewhere in the process for Ecuador's eligibility 17

as a country, maybe you wait until you resolve that.  18

I don't know; that is your business.  19

But I just don't think a "business as 20

usual, here is a product," is the correct approach 21

in this case given some of the broader aspects.22
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MR. KARAWA:  Mr. Donnelly, I also extend 1

my thanks for you to be here.2

MR. DONNELLY:  Sure.3

MR. KARAWA:  The Government of Ecuador has 4

asserted that the loss of duty-free access to the 5

U.S. market for these products will lead to the loss 6

of American jobs linked to the importation, 7

distribution, and sale of these products, as well as 8

American exports to Ecuador of inputs used in the 9

production of these products, such as seeds and 10

horticultural equipment.11

Has the USCIB taken these factors into 12

account in its assessment of these product 13

petitions?14

MR. DONNELLY:  Thank you for the question.  15

Obviously, we do care about the U.S. economy and 16

jobs and exports and things like that.  My, I guess, 17

micro-economic skills are not sufficiently sharp 18

these days to be able to know.  I mean there is a 19

U.S. demand for these products.  Ecuador is a major 20

supplier, but not the only supplier.  There are 21

other developing countries that are eligible under 22
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GSP or FTA partners.1

I'm not sure that, because many of the 2

jobs in the United States as I'm sure you know are 3

related to the importing, processing, retailing, and 4

so on, and many of those jobs, they might not be 5

held in the same company or by the same person, but 6

if there is a demand in the United States for these 7

products, even if it is supplied by another 8

developing country, so I'm not sure it is really 9

fair to portray that if Ecuador were not to have 10

these trade preferences extended, all those U.S. 11

jobs would disappear.  They might get more, you 12

might have less.  They might be processing flowers 13

from Colombia or from Mexico or from Brazil or 14

Kenya, I don't know.  I am not a product expert.15

But I am concerned.  I think on the export 16

side, obviously, we want to see open trade regimes.  17

And I think the U.S. is very competitive in 18

supplying seeds and horticultural equipment and so 19

on.  Buying those products from the United States 20

has not given Ecuador any special preference.  And 21

so if the private sector in Ecuador or anywhere else 22
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is making rational decisions and U.S. products in 1

that sector or elsewhere are price-competitive, are 2

quality-competitive, I'm not sure we would lose 3

those markets in Ecuador or elsewhere.4

So, I don't know.  You can prove a lot of 5

different theories with statistics.  I think in this 6

case, if I may, the job before the Committee is to 7

look at these products and see if they fit under 8

GSP.  And I think because it is driven so much with 9

an Ecuador focus, I think it is important to step 10

back a little bit and look at the country aspects of 11

it as well.12

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:  Mr. Donnelly, in your 13

submission, you assert that Ecuador would be the 14

primary beneficiary of the addition of these three 15

products to GSP.16

MR. DONNELLY:  Right.17

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:  That may be the case 18

with roses, but for the other two products, it 19

appears that other GSP beneficiaries could benefit 20

as much as or more than Ecuador.21

MR. DONNELLY:  Right.22
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CHAIRMAN JACKSON:  For example, an 1

Egyptian firm has also petitioned for the addition 2

of the artichoke product.  In view of this and 3

USCIB's general support for the objectives of GSP, 4

is there any differentiation in your organization's 5

views with respect to these three products or, in 6

other words, does the USCIB have any views as to 7

whether any of these products are more or less 8

deserving of addition to GSP?9

MR. DONNELLY:  Thanks, you're going to 10

make me a product expert here, I guess.  Look, 11

obviously, we would like to see the GSP program 12

expanded, extended.  Egypt, obviously, there are 13

important benefits across the board from that.  So 14

we are not trying to create collateral damage or 15

anything else.  And you certainly know more than I 16

do about the individual suppliers of each of these 17

products.18

I do think both -- it is not a coincidence 19

that when I look at the folks testifying today, the 20

submissions that have been presented, as far as I 21

can tell, for all three products, it is still, at 22
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least not just by me but by many others, seen as 1

overwhelmingly an Ecuador-related, Ecuador-driven 2

process.  3

But you have pointed out a fair question.  4

I do think since this -- I don't know if other 5

suppliers, the Egyptians and others have over the 6

years requested that these products be added.  I 7

presume the Committee hasn't acted on that, but I 8

don't know if you have had requests.  9

But I, you know, you're right; it is a 10

global program.  But I do think the reason we are 11

here today or the reason I am here today at least is 12

because this has been framed and structured very 13

much as an Ecuador-driven process.  So I'm not 14

really in a position to say we favor this more than 15

that.16

The products that are, you know, where the 17

concentration of likely supply is more concentrated 18

in Ecuador would obviously be closer to my concerns 19

and would rate a higher priority, in my view, if you 20

strapped me to the wall and forced me to prioritize.  21

But I do think the general issue of acting on these 22
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Ecuador-driven petitions at this time does seem, to 1

me, a question that the Committee really ought to 2

consider in a way that is bit broader than your 3

standard product review.4

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:  Okay, thank you, 5

Mr. Donnelly.  That concludes our questions for this 6

panel.  7

We'll just have a very short break as we 8

just assemble some additional chairs up front, 9

because I think our next few panels have several 10

people on them.11

MR. DONNELLY:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman and 12

members of the Committee.13

(Off the record.)14

(On the record at 10:02 a.m.)15

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:  I think there are four 16

or five who are actually providing statements, if I 17

recall.18

(Pause.)19

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:  Okay, I think that we 20

can resume our hearing, and again apologies for the 21

cramped space.  We have very limited facilities here 22
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at USTR, and we don't typically have quite as many 1

people on a panel as we have for the next two.  But 2

we did want to organize you together in that you are 3

all speaking on behalf and in favor of the same 4

petitions.5

So just to clarify, the next witnesses 6

will be testifying in favor of the petition to add 7

certain roses to the GSP program, to eligibility 8

under the GSP program.  And I believe we have at 9

least four individuals who will be giving testimony.  10

And so we have parceled out a little additional time 11

since we have such a large panel.12

And so what we'll do is we'll start with 13

Mr. Rothkopf.  But feel free to introduce any of the 14

other individuals who are with you today.  And as I 15

had mentioned earlier, those other individuals can 16

certainly participate or help in the question and 17

answer session.18

When we do ask questions at the conclusion 19

of the statements, in some cases they may be 20

directed at an individual; in other cases, we can 21

leave it open for the group.  We know there is a 22
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great deal of expertise in this sector represented 1

before us today.2

So with that, I would ask if Mr. Rothkopf 3

could make his presentation.  Yes, that would be 4

fine.5

MR. MARKO:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman and 6

Committee members.  My name is David Marko, and I'm 7

here on behalf of four entities, La Associación de 8

Productores y/o Exportadores de Flores del Ecuador, 9

more easily referred to as Expoflores; 10

Colour Republic, which is a Florida company; 11

Esmeralda Farms, another Florida corporation; as 12

well as E.G. Hill, a U.S. corporation that has been 13

in business for over 100 years.  We appreciate the 14

opportunity to be here today.15

We have David Rothkopf, the principal of 16

Garten Rothkopf, an international advisory firm.  17

Mr. Rothkopf is an international trade specialist 18

and national security specialist.  He is formerly 19

managing director of Kissinger Associates, and 20

served as Acting Under Secretary of Commerce for 21

International Trade and Deputy Under Secretary of 22
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Commerce for International Trade Policy and 1

Development.2

As well to my left is Mr. Peter Ullrich, 3

who is president and CEO of Esmeralda Farms and an 4

expert on issues of breeding, growing, distribution 5

of roses, and other cut flowers.  He is probably the 6

foremost floriculturist in the world and has 7

businesses on four continents.8

Also present in the back right is 9

Dean Rule.  He is General Manager of Conectiflor, a 10

company that serves as a business representative for 11

managing various business floriculture entities, 12

specifically E.G. Hill here today.13

As well, we have Alejandro Martínez from 14

Expoflores, as well as Remigio Davalos from Colour 15

Republic. 16

We do not have, today, Manuel Chiriboga, 17

with apologies.  He was unable to come due to some 18

grave illness issues.  And he is a senior researcher 19

at RIMISP, a rural development-focused NGO.  He was 20

also Vice Minister of Trade and negotiated many of 21

the trade agreements and relationships on trade 22
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levels with the United States.  So he will be able 1

to provide post-hearing information to the extent 2

any issues within his expertise come up.3

Thank you very much.4

MR. ROTHKOPF:  Good morning.  My firm was 5

asked to conduct an analysis into the impact on the 6

U.S. economy of if duty-free treatment under GSP was 7

not granted to Ecuadorian roses ahead of the 8

expiration of the Andean Trade Promotion and Drug 9

Eradication Act.  10

We found a number of things.  We found 11

that failing to preserve the duty-free status of 12

Ecuadorian rose imports would have negative 13

consequences in three major areas.  One was 14

immediate increased costs for U.S. consumers, 15

costing growth and jobs.  One was reduced 16

competition in the U.S. rose market in the medium 17

term, which can be expected to lead to higher 18

prices, poorer rose quality, and more limited 19

choices.  Perhaps most significantly would be the 20

undermining of hundreds of millions of dollars in 21

U.S. Government investments to promote the growth of 22
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a strong rural industry that today provides a 1

critical alternative to growing illicit crops in 2

Ecuador.3

The consumer would feel the negative 4

impact of not including Ecuadorian roses in the GSP.  5

There is no immediate alternative to the Ecuadorian 6

rose market that can be met with current suppliers.  7

Ecuador, with a 27 percent market share, is 8

currently the second largest rose exporter to the 9

United States.  10

Potential alternative export producers, 11

such as Colombia, Guatemala, or Mexico, already send 12

80 to 95 percent of their rose exports to the U.S. 13

and do not have spare capacity to take over 14

Ecuador's market share.15

With the ATPDEA expiring this August, 16

without GSP status, Ecuadorian roses will enter the 17

U.S. with a 6.8 percent duty.  18

We looked at a wide range of peer review 19

studies on the demand for roses and similar types of 20

cut flowers.  And based on that, we assumed a 21

relatively inelastic demand of .8.22
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With limited substitutes based on using 1

the REMI model, which is a model that the United 2

States uses for estimating domestic economic impact 3

-- the different branches of the U.S. Government use 4

for estimating domestic economic impact of these 5

kind of things, this would translate into a 6

reduction of demand of about 5.4 percent and an 7

increased cost to U.S. consumers of about $8 million 8

a year.  Analyzing the impact on key consumer 9

sectors, intermediate demands, and changes to work 10

for compensation, the entire economy would see a 11

loss of about $12 million a year based on this 12

model, and the loss of perhaps 188 jobs.13

With higher prices for Ecuadorian roses, 14

one might expect to see increased jobs for U.S. 15

producers.  However, it is important to note that 16

U.S. rose producers contribute less than three 17

percent of the total U.S. consumption and are 18

confined to local growers that sell specialized, 19

climate-specific roses to local shops that do not 20

compete with Ecuadorian roses.21

While the negative consequences to 22
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consumers would be felt around the country, they 1

would be more acute in some places.  One such place 2

would be Florida, which accounts for 90 percent of 3

the volume of Ecuadorian rose imports, with the 4

Miami metropolitan area alone seeing 42 percent of 5

these imports.  This would obviously come at an 6

inopportune time for Florida, given its own economy.7

In addition to the immediate negative 8

impacts on the U.S. economy resulting from a duty on 9

the export on roses, in the medium to long-term we 10

would expect to see a significant shift to rose 11

imports that would disadvantage both U.S. businesses 12

and consumers.  If Ecuadorian roses lose their 13

duty-free status, within just several years, perhaps 14

four years, these imports could be shut out of the 15

U.S. market as producers with duty-free access ramp 16

up production.  This would lead to increased 17

concentration in the market, a lack of diversity in 18

the supply of imports, hurting consumers and small 19

business.  Lack of supply diversity has regularly 20

been shown to be associated with higher prices, 21

poorer quality goods, and limited consumer choice.  22
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Fewer suppliers make the rose import market more 1

susceptible to extreme weather events such as frosts 2

and further exposes the market to exchange rate 3

risks.4

As the Ecuadorian rose export industry 5

declines over this period, additional impacts will 6

be seen along each stage of the supply chain.  This 7

begins with rose breeders in the U.S. that develop 8

new types of rose seeds for growers in Ecuador.  So 9

breeders such as Dean Rule and E.G. Hill attest to 10

more than $20 million in rose variety royalties over 11

the past 20 years, and these would also be damaged 12

by this.13

As I said at the outset, perhaps most 14

significantly, the failure to include roses in the 15

GSP also undermines millions of dollars in 16

investments made by the U.S. Government over the 17

past several decades.  Since the ATPDEA took effect, 18

the United States Government has provided Ecuador 19

with nearly $1 billion in economic assistance, with 20

$475 million dedicated to promoting alternative 21

agriculture.  This investment continues today.  An 22
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estimated $14.4 million was allocated in 2012.  1

$16 million was requested in the 2013 budget.  2

The results of this effort have been 3

highly encouraging.  Ecuador continues, at the 4

moment, to be essentially free of any illegal crop 5

cultivation.  Creating a disadvantage for these 6

industries that have supplanted or eliminated the 7

likelihood of the illegal crop cultivation through a 8

new duty would not only discourage further growth in 9

the rose industries, but also likely damage a key 10

pillar of rural economy and employment.  This means 11

undermining the intended purpose of millions in U.S. 12

Government investment that has already been spent 13

and acting directly counter to our continued 14

investment for encouraging and growing Ecuador's 15

agricultural export industry.16

Today, the rose export industry accounts 17

for 58 percent of the agricultural exports of 18

Ecuador in 2011, provides an important source of 19

jobs, and notably jobs for women and otherwise 20

people who would be below the poverty line, and 21

economic security for Ecuador's rural poor.  In 22
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rural areas of Ecuador, three out of five households 1

currently live in poverty.  Rose production, which 2

is highly concentrated in rural areas, provides 3

workers with subsidized meals, access to child 4

support, and wages that are 25 percent higher than 5

the country's minimum.  6

If you take away this production, these 7

people will have to look for alternative work.  If 8

they look for alternative work, illicit crop 9

cultivation could well be the choice.  If that's the 10

case, this major, major investment by the United 11

States would be directly undermined.  It also 12

undermines, by the way, U.S. Government investments 13

made in partnership with Ecuadorian law enforcement 14

agencies.  Ecuador has received $200 million from 15

the U.S. to fight drug trafficking over the past 10 16

years, including a new $2 million police facility 17

funded by the U.S. in 2011.  However, these would 18

also be undermined by this.19

To conclude, briefly, removing GSP or not 20

granting GSP to these kinds of roses provides 21

essentially no benefits to the U.S. because of the 22
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small amount of roses produced in the United States.  1

It damages consumers, it damages workers, and it 2

damages U.S. national security and law enforcement 3

interests.  Providing it not only supports ongoing 4

U.S. national security and law enforcement interests 5

and supports consumer choice and supports jobs in 6

the United States, both the people providing these 7

roses and benefiting from the royalties and so 8

forth, but it also levels the playing field because 9

it would be opening the market to other countries 10

other than Ecuador.  So it enhances competition 11

globally, which is I believe a stated goal of the 12

United States trade policy.  Thank you.13

MR. ULLRICH:  Good morning, Mr. Chairman 14

and panel.  My name is Peter Ullrich.  I am the 15

President and Chairman of the Board of Directors of 16

Esmeralda Farms, Inc., a Miami corporation.  We are 17

doing business worldwide.  We are employing roughly 18

85 people in Miami in our distribution center and 19

approximately 3,000 people in Ecuador and about 20

5,000 people worldwide in the flower industry.21

I was born in Bad Wildungen, Germany, and 22
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moved to the United States in 1962.  As a grower 1

running a wholesale floral operation in New York, I 2

developed an understanding of the potential of South 3

American favorable climates for year-round floral 4

production.  In 1972 I established Esmeralda Farms. 5

I am committed to breeding, growing, and 6

distributing the highest quality fresh flowers for 7

Esmeralda Farms customers located worldwide and to 8

the advancement of the floral industry as a whole.9

Today, Esmeralda Farms operates its farms 10

throughout South America, imports the world's finest 11

flowers directly to its distribution center in 12

Miami, Florida, and Aalsmeer, Holland.  Esmeralda 13

Farms is a market leader in the floral industry that 14

breeds, grows, and distributes quality fresh cut 15

flowers.  It sells, markets, and distributes only 16

flowers grown by its own farms in Colombia, Ecuador, 17

Costa Rica, Mexico, and Peru.18

Since my beginning in the wholesale flower 19

industry, I have developed a strong practical 20

familiarity and understanding of the industry, 21

including of particular relevance to the pending 22
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petition, knowledge of the rose variety for optimal 1

growth conditions and climates for these varieties, 2

knowledge of wholesale and distribution, customs and 3

import procedures, production supporting and 4

dependent businesses market prices, competition, and 5

a great many of the companies' and people's 6

livelihood in the industry.7

I emphatically support the GSP 8

qualifications of roses, and the purpose of my 9

statement today is to make the United States 10

representatives aware of my firm conviction that 11

duty-free treatment for roses pursuant to the 12

Generalized System of Preferences is important and 13

necessary to the industry.  14

Furthermore, based on my knowledge of the 15

industry and the likely impact of granting GSP 16

status to roses, as well as the likely impact of not 17

granting GSP status to roses, it is my testimony 18

that it is the interests of the United States of 19

America are best served by granting these petitions.20

Ecuador and Colombia are the countries 21

responsible for approximately 95 percent of the 22
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United States' rose imports, with Ecuador accounting 1

for approximately 1/3 of those imports.  Colombia 2

already enjoys duty-free export rights for roses 3

under the free trade agreement with the United 4

States.  If Ecuador is obligated to pay a higher 5

duty, the disparity will result in the unfair, 6

insurmountable competitive advantage of Colombia.7

While the nature of the climate and 8

growing conditions of Colombia and Ecuador, as well 9

as the United States, are different, thereby 10

resulting in different varieties and qualities of 11

roses from different geographical regions, buyers of 12

roses would not be readily able to respond to the 13

increased prices of Ecuadorian roses that would 14

result from the imposition of duties.  15

The consequences would be a quasi-16

monopolistic control of the U.S. market by Colombian 17

exporters, but rather from the effective removal of 18

Ecuador as an economically competitive participant 19

in the market.  Even so, Colombia would not be able 20

to fill the void left by the loss of the Ecuadorian 21

roses, and the marketplace would only suffer in 22
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terms of prices, but also in terms of variety, 1

quality, and choices available to consumers and to 2

total product.3

Excuse me one minute.  It's real cold up 4

here in Washington.  5

In consequence, U.S. consumers would incur 6

substantially higher prices, supply and variety 7

would be markedly curtailed, Colombia would be 8

unable to meet the demand, Ecuadorian growers would 9

be unable to compete, and those industries, 10

investors, and businesses dependent upon Ecuadorian 11

product would sustain tremendous losses in direct 12

relation to the extent of their dependence.13

California rose growers would not benefit 14

if roses were denied duty-free treatment.  To the 15

contrary, California growers would be dramatically 16

hurt by such an adverse decision.  It is important 17

to understand that California roses are used widely 18

in bouquets and arrangements along with Ecuadorian 19

roses.  These bouquets, bundles, and other 20

arrangements comprise a substantial and vital part 21

of the market.  Without Ecuadorian roses, production 22
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and supply limitations would prevent California 1

growers from meeting the demand and from being able 2

to provide the bouquet and arrangement needs that 3

are now filled by Ecuadorian roses.  The 4

consequences of the loss of Ecuadorian roses would 5

be a severe hit to the California rose market.6

Other United States industries depend very 7

heavily on the rose import business.  These 8

industries include airlines, customs brokers, 9

logistics companies, trucking companies, local 10

manufacturers, and suppliers of such independent 11

products as boxes and packaging, sleeves and 12

re-processors, freight forwarders, distributors and 13

retailers, in addition, thousands of United States 14

jobs, such as individuals employed as United States 15

bouquet makers entailed in re-processing the 16

Ecuadorian roses into bouquets, arrangements, and 17

other specialized works.  These positions are 18

dependent upon a continued supply of Ecuadorian 19

roses.20

The proportion of revenue of major 21

retailers from flower sales varies from retailer to 22
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retailer.  In many instances, up to five percent of 1

a retailer's total sales are from flowers.  Of 2

flower sales, roses comprise 40 percent or more of 3

these volumes.  Consequently, the impact to 4

retailers if Ecuadorian roses became unavailable or 5

if prices of the products became unmarketable would 6

be twofold.  First, the loss of revenue would be 7

severe.  Second, the ability of retailers to 8

maintain a business with some level of employment 9

and the same customer draw would be compromised.10

As Esmeralda Farms operates substantial 11

rose farms in Ecuador, I am also able to testify 12

with firsthand knowledge of the effect of the GSP 13

determination in Ecuador.  At this time, Ecuadorian 14

exporters can export roses duty-free under the 15

Andean Trade Promotion and Drug Eradication Act.  16

The farms have fared well as a result.  The country 17

sustains a 40-hour workweek for its employees.  18

There is no child labor.  Production is high.  19

Living standards of workers is good.  The farms 20

attract workers and contribute to improved 21

employment in Ecuador, children's attendance in 22
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school, and better access to health facilities.  The 1

farming regions have largely steered clear of drug 2

trafficking and drug-related violence.3

As the ATPDEA faces imminent expiration, 4

GSP status is essential to enable rose growers to 5

continue to import duty-free.  Without duty-free 6

status, farms will close down.  There is no other 7

market readily available to enable the farms to 8

continue production at profitable levels.  The 9

obvious consequences will be unemployment and social 10

problems in the country.11

In sum, the economic and social interests 12

of the United States and Ecuador are aligned on the 13

favorability and advantageousness of GSP 14

qualification for roses.  Thank you.15

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:  Thank you.  And I 16

think, Mr. Rule, are you the last?  Okay, thank you.17

MR. RULE:  Chairman Jackson, Members of 18

the GSP Subcommittee, I, Dean Edward Rule, state as 19

follows.  My name is Dean Edward Rule.  I am 20

currently the General Manager of Conectiflor, a 21

company that serves as a business representative and 22
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manager for various floriculture entities.  Through 1

my educational and occupational experiences since 2

1972, I have developed a detailed understanding of 3

the economic, technological, market, and 4

environmental factors shaping and affecting the 5

floriculture industry and related and interdependent 6

businesses.  I have in-depth knowledge of the 7

floriculture industries in Ecuador and the United 8

States of America, particularly in roses, but in 9

many areas around the world.10

The companies for whose interests I help 11

manage on a day-to-day basis include the only two 12

remaining American greenhouse rose breeders, the 13

E.G. Hill Company and International Rose Breeders.14

The flower industries of the United States 15

of America and Ecuador are closely tied together.  16

It is important that the duty-free status for the 17

importation of roses grown in Ecuador be guaranteed 18

for reasons including the protection of the 19

following parties and interests.20

First, the United States flower growers.  21

The area dedicated to the production of cut roses in 22
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greenhouses in the United States, and there is a 1

correction because there was a double conversion 2

from hectares to acres, is now less than 75 acres, 3

with about 60 of those acres in the state of 4

California.  5

One of the companies I represent, the E.G. 6

Hill Company of Richmond, Indiana, was at one time 7

the largest rose grower in the world with 60 8

hectares of production, which is equal to the total 9

remaining in California and 80 percent of the total 10

remaining in the United States.  In some ways, we 11

are the most affected of any company and yet 12

realized a long time ago that the production could 13

not continue on that scale in the United States due 14

to differences in quality and costs.15

The limited area still dedicated to the 16

production of greenhouse roses in the United States 17

is almost entirely concentrated in varieties 18

distinct to the majority of the imported roses due 19

to special characteristics such as fragrance and 20

special shape.  At the same time, there are nearly 21

5,500 acres dedicated to the production of 22
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greenhouse roses in Ecuador. 1

At the same time, the production of cut 2

flowers in the United States has been maintained, 3

but with a change of species grown.  The flower 4

production in the two countries is largely 5

complementary, not competitive.  As mentioned 6

before, in the data from California, itself, only 7

about three percent of the roses are from domestic 8

production, but California produces 281 species 9

according to their own list.  Ecuador has 27 typical 10

species, plus about 80 different tropical species.  11

The facilities to build and rebuild that area in 12

California or anyplace in the United States are much 13

more expensive.14

Who else is affected?  Many traditional 15

retail florists in the United States depend upon 16

roses to distinguish their product offerings from 17

what is offered in mass markets, which purchase 18

primarily but not exclusively Colombian roses.  The 19

retail florists, in many cases, are small, family-20

owned businesses that are already struggling to 21

survive.  The numbers are dropping rather 22
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alarmingly.  The number of retail florists is 1

already declining, and any further economic pressure 2

will probably result in more closures.  For example, 3

data is available from 2007 to 2008, the number of 4

retail florists dropped by, in 1 year, 6.3 percent.5

Also, the majority of roses sold in 6

supermarkets, discount retailers, and big box 7

retailers are sourced from Colombia, but those that 8

come from Ecuador are by far the second largest 9

source.  10

The growing areas in Ecuador are 11

concentrated.  They are straddling the equator.  The 12

coldest average month in Quito, Ecuador, has a 13

temperature of 56 degrees, 24-hour running average.  14

The warmest month in Quito, Ecuador, has a running 15

average of 57 degrees.  It is such a constant 16

climate that it doesn't require heating.  When you 17

move further away from the equator, as the farms are 18

in Colombia, there is more danger there, and so 19

there are years where their production will drop by 20

30 percent at Valentine's Day, and so it is very 21

important to have the double sourcing.22
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Wholesale florists are also struggling in 1

the United States.  The sales are flat, and in some 2

years they have declined up to five percent, the 3

numbers reducing.  But another thing that is very 4

key in this business is that the majority of -- or 5

some very important importers in the United States, 6

including Royal Flowers, Esmeralda represented here 7

by Peter Ullrich, Colour Republic are all U.S. 8

corporations, U.S. taxpayers.  9

Specifically, my work is with the two 10

United States rose breeders that we represent, E.G. 11

Hill Company and International Rose Breeders.  We 12

are the only ones left in the business, in the 13

United States, doing breeding here of greenhouse 14

roses.  Both have far more than 50 percent of their 15

sales, their total market sales in varieties to 16

Ecuadorian growers.  The economic effect on the 17

Ecuadorian rose production of the implementation of 18

duties would likely end the breeding of cut roses in 19

the United States and leave it in the hands of 20

European breeders who generally depend more on 21

African producers.22
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I'd like to stop here a minute and say 1

that the compliance due both to the quality of the 2

intellectual property law in Ecuador and the ability 3

to enforce that law means we have a very, very high 4

percentage of the roses being grown of our varieties 5

under contract, and we are collecting those 6

royalties, paying taxes in Ecuador, and remitting 7

taxes back to the United States -- remitting funds 8

back to the United States on which taxes are also 9

paid.10

The investment by United States citizens 11

and companies in the Ecuadorian production is at the 12

very minimum 15 percent of the total in the country, 13

and it may be as high as 30 percent or more with 14

minority of shares in farms.  This would be a direct 15

blow to this investment and also reduce repatriation 16

of funds that end up being paid as U.S. taxes.17

There is another area, and that is, the 18

question is as much as the rose production has moved 19

offshore, the question is what has happened to the 20

total number of jobs.  We, as a company, when we had 21

wholesale houses and the production in the United 22
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States, had about 500 jobs.  When the company 1

invested in production offshore, when they were no 2

longer able to produce, were only doing breeding in 3

the United States, the number of jobs actually went 4

up to around 1,000.  Those companies have since been 5

divested and are in the hands of other owners, but 6

those jobs continue.  7

There is about one job in the United 8

States, based on the information we have from the 9

Society of American Florists, a trade association 10

located in Alexandria, Virginia, for every job there 11

is in production in Ecuador and Colombia.  So 12

instead of offshore production reducing the number 13

of available jobs, it has actually increased.  It 14

tracks on a fairly close basis, because as 15

Mr. Ullrich explained, most of the processes cannot 16

be done in Ecuador; they have to be done here.  It 17

is not like a box of stuffed animals; you take three 18

cuts with an X-Acto knife, dump the box out, and 19

it's already pre-priced.  Most of the processes have 20

to be done in the United States.21

There is another area that is very 22
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critical.  The flower industry in Ecuador pays 1

higher wages and has much better benefits than the 2

illegal and dangerous Colombian drug trade. If you 3

were to cross over from the Ecuadorian border, from 4

the area around Lago Agrio, to the department in 5

Colombia of Putumayo, and you were able to ask the 6

workers what their benefits were and what their 7

wages were, you would find they are far superior, 8

excuse me, far inferior to what is being paid in the 9

-- so there is no, at this point in time, there is 10

no incentive for people to go do what is illegal or 11

to find their way to the Rio Grande and try to cross 12

illegally into the United States.  Maintaining a 13

duty-free entry of Ecuadorian flowers is far cheaper 14

and wiser than undoing what is working without 15

government aid to the farms from either the United 16

States or Ecuador.  We understand the budget 17

pressures in both countries.  We're not receiving 18

any direct aid as producers.19

And one last area, because I realize that 20

time is short, our research test plants from roses 21

bred in Indiana, along with propagation materials, 22
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enter Ecuador duty-free.  This same duty-free status 1

applies to all exporters of agricultural production 2

materials from the United States, including plastic 3

resins, seeds, agrochemicals, and agricultural 4

equipment.5

With the increasing importance of plastic 6

resins due to the revival or the increased 7

production of natural gas in the United States, it 8

is also important for the export sector to maintain 9

the openness of this market and not provoke 10

reciprocal duties.11

We understand that there is no free trade 12

agreement at this point in time, but there are also 13

duty-free status on all the products we bring in, 14

which in some cases is over $1 million a year of 15

genetic material, which for a company of our size is 16

very great.  We do not pay duty on that going into 17

Ecuador.  It is a two-way street.  Thank you very 18

much.19

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:  I'd like to thank the 20

panel.  It was very instructive.  I learned a lot in 21

the process.  And I'd like to start with a question 22
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which some of you touched on very briefly, but 1

perhaps you can elaborate on it, and I think perhaps 2

Mr. Ullrich and Mr. Rule, in particular, but what is 3

distinctive about Ecuadorian roses that make them 4

more than a commodity product in the United States 5

market?  And do these roses sell in the U.S. at a 6

premium?7

MR. ULLRICH:  I would say, yes, the 8

Ecuadorian rose product is of different quality, and 9

it is mainly because of the geographical location.  10

What we touched on earlier, light conditions, 11

temperature is very uniform, and Ecuador has always 12

invested more in research, in growing new varieties.  13

Colombia is more of a commodity supplier, large 14

volume, lower grades, mainly to supermarkets, 15

pre-bunched in many instances.  Ecuador always has 16

been the leader of introduction of varieties, of 17

which intellectual properties are paid regularly 18

because we are also breeders.  We don't have any 19

problem in collecting our royalties.  I guess some 20

industries have other issues, but we certainly don't 21

have problems in collecting our individual property 22
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fees.  And the government is helping us when we 1

cannot collect them.2

So I would say, yes, Ecuador is a leader 3

in better varieties, in newer varieties, in better 4

growing conditions.  That is the reason we went to 5

Ecuador.  We started in 1972 in Colombia, went to 6

Ecuador precisely for that reason, because the 7

conditions are so much better, and invested a lot of 8

time and money.  And we touched earlier on the labor 9

situation also.  Our costs in Ecuador are 10

substantially higher than in Colombia because the 11

wages are higher.  The benefits to the workers are 12

much, much higher.  13

We are obligated by government law to14

employ four percent handicapped people.  This is 15

unique in the world.  That doesn't exist anyplace, 16

not even Switzerland.  We have workers and we have 17

doctors in every single farm, which is a very big 18

cost to us.  We have social workers in every farm.  19

We have daycare centers for children.  We truck and 20

bus our people to and from work.  They get free 21

food.  So our costs in Ecuador are really much 22
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higher because of the social requirements the 1

government has imposed.2

And I want you to know when it comes to, 3

you know, I don't agree with a lot of things the 4

Government of Ecuador has done let's say to us, 5

particularly because the costs have just skyrocketed 6

because of all the implementations.  But the 7

lifestyle and the quality of life in those rural 8

areas have improved tremendously.9

If you go to one of the areas where we 10

work, Cayambe, which is in the north of Ecuador, and 11

you see that it is the highest income area in 12

Ecuador.  They are all farm workers.  Actually, our 13

wages are higher than any other wage or industry in 14

Ecuador.  And for that reason, I think it is very 15

important that the Government takes into 16

consideration if these people lose their jobs, which 17

are roughly 50,000, and there is no other income or 18

no other employment possibilities in these regions 19

because it is all agricultural, and the farmlands 20

which used to produce milk and perhaps some other 21

very small, unimportant agricultural crops have 22
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been, let's say, developed for flower growing, and 1

if these companies should fail, it would be a big 2

social problem for these areas.3

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:  Mr. Rule, do you have 4

anything to add to that?5

MR. RULE:  Just one other area, and that's 6

in the environmental area.  The Ecuadorian farms 7

have the highest number of certifications of 8

different programs, such as Rainforest Alliance, Max 9

Havelaar, Fair Trade, which requires both not only 10

employment, characteristics of the conditions for 11

the worker, but also compliance with environmental 12

standards, which the farms are inspected on a very 13

regular basis.  They are very green because 14

otherwise they will not have the permits to export 15

product out of the country.16

Those characteristics also are invisible 17

characteristics, if I can put it on the product, but 18

important to consumers in many areas of the United 19

States and around the world.  Also, Ecuador 20

functions as a base for funds coming back to the 21

United States on an indirect basis.  Our primary 22
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variety at this point in time is coming toward the 1

end of a lifecycle.  There are other new ones coming 2

along.  3

There is a rose called Forever Young.  It 4

was bred in Richmond, Indiana.  The ideal growing 5

conditions are in the highlands of Ecuador, and its 6

primary market is Russia.  And so the Russians pay 7

for the flowers to Ecuadorian growers.  That allows 8

them to pay the royalties for us to pay taxes in 9

Ecuador, expenses in Ecuador, and remit profits back 10

to the United States.11

Ecuador actually serves as the basis for 12

our genetic banks around the world because of the 13

growing conditions, so it is not just a direct 14

export to Ecuador, but in some cases genetic 15

material goes to Japan or other areas, and the 16

royalties come back not through Ecuador but directly 17

to the parent company in the United States.  No 18

place else has those growing conditions to produce 19

that quality of rose for certain specialty markets 20

around the world.21

MS. LAURY:  Thank you for your testimony.  22
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Both of you have mentioned this in your testimony, 1

but as you may or may not be aware, Ecuadorian 2

flowers are included on a product list compiled by 3

the U.S. Department of Labor under the Trafficking 4

Victims Protection Reauthorization Act of goods made 5

with child enforced labor.  6

So I'm wondering if you could elaborate a 7

little bit more on efforts to eliminate child labor 8

in the flower sector, as well concerns about freedom 9

of association in the cut flowers sector?10

MR. ULLRICH:  Gladly.  In Ecuador, the 11

minimum age for working at any level is 18 years 12

old.  In the United States, it is 16.  If you want 13

to take a chance and employ an underage person in 14

Ecuador and the government catches you, and they do 15

catch you because they have more inspectors than you 16

can think of, you pay $2,500 fine per incident per 17

person.  18

I'm telling you there are no child labor 19

practices in the flower industry simply because you 20

can't afford to have child labor in any work area 21

because the government will catch you.  We get 22
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inspectors every two weeks that check the amount of 1

handicapped people working, the payrolls, did you 2

meet the social benefits, health insurance, pension 3

funds, profit sharing.  We are fiscalized like never 4

ever before.5

And when this gentleman from Chevron 6

before complained about this particular president, 7

we already had six presidents prior to being here.  8

It is not one president or the other president, or 9

one administration or the other.  We have a 10

long-term view, a long-term investment, spent many, 11

many years of time and money, and we are complying 12

with the law.  But, like I said earlier, the working 13

conditions in Ecuador for the workers are probably 14

the best in all of South America, perhaps better 15

than in Europe.  We have child bathrooms.16

When you go to California, I travel there 17

quite frequently, you go to the farms, and you talk 18

about hard labor, they are paid by piece.  We pay by 19

the hour.  Our minimum wage, since this is a new 20

debate in the United States that we should raise the 21

minimum wage from $7 to $10, our minimum wage is now 22
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$3.50.  In Kenya, it is $1.50 a day.  We pay $3.50 1

an hour.  We are already basically at 50 percent of 2

the U.S. minimum wage.  So the working conditions in 3

Ecuador, particularly in the flower area, like Dean 4

mentioned, we pay a lot higher wage than the drug 5

dealers in the jungle which make them collect coca 6

leaves because they don't pay them anything, because 7

they have no job opportunities. 8

And we just hope that our efforts are not 9

going to be wasted and that these thousands of 10

people have to find employment in case the flower 11

industry would decrease and move into illicit 12

activities.  This is our concern.  But, yes, our 13

working conditions, I invite you people come to 14

Ecuador, take a look at the installations, take a 15

look at the way the farms are run, the fiscalization 16

we have from the government.  It is 10 times more 17

than anything in the United States.  And why is it?  18

Because they collect the monies for the pension 19

funds, these are all government funds, they have 20

pension funds.  We have vacations.  We have health 21

insurance.  Every worker has health insurance.  They 22
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get 15 percent profit sharing when the company makes 1

a profit, obligated for everybody.  It gets 2

distributed throughout the company.3

The working conditions, honestly, and I 4

have farms in many different places like we talked 5

about, the work conditions and the benefits in 6

Ecuador are the best of all the countries in South 7

America.8

MS. MELLOR:  This question is for anyone 9

on the panel who wants to answer it.  As you are 10

aware, if this product petition is granted, all 127 11

GSP beneficiaries would be eligible to export this 12

product duty-free to the United States, and most of 13

the testimony has focused on the competition from 14

Colombia.  15

What other countries are you aware of that 16

might benefit from this product being added to GSP?17

MR. RULE:  I believe any other country 18

that has the climatic conditions that would allow 19

them to produce roses anywhere similar are covered 20

by AGOA already.  And although they may not have a 21

free trade agreement, they are covered by AGOA, 22
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because the only countries that have those similar 1

climatic conditions, most specific is Kenya, which 2

is covered by AGOA.  Countries in Southeast Asia do 3

not have the highlands at the equator, for instance.  4

The Chinese, and I know they are not covered by 5

those types of agreements, but the only area in 6

China for instance used heavily for growing of roses 7

is in the Yunnan Province, around the city of 8

Kunming.  Their winter temperature is under 40 9

degrees Fahrenheit.  It's the same average winter 10

temperature at night as Amsterdam.  11

So even other countries in Southeast Asia 12

which might benefit really, well, any other country 13

is covered by a free trade agreement or by AGOA, to 14

my knowledge.15

MR. ROTHKOPF:  If I could just add 16

briefly, I think the question also needs to be 17

addressed in the alternative, which is to say in the 18

event that it is not granted, what is the 19

consequence?  And the consequence is that all those 20

countries that have free trade agreements such as 21

Colombia, or that have other kind of benefits, 22
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Colombia, Guatemala, Mexico, the AGOA countries and 1

so forth, would continue to operate as they are.  2

And only a handful of countries that produce these 3

flowers would be penalized by it, Ecuador being one 4

of the ones who would be penalized by it.5

So the benefits would not accrue to U.S. 6

producers.  They would accrue to producers in those 7

other countries such as Colombia, which has a free 8

trade agreement and would be able to carry forward.9

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:  If I can just ask one 10

follow-up, Mr. Rule.  What about other countries in 11

the same region that perhaps are not producing roses 12

at this time, but if a 6.8 percent duty exemption 13

incentive were added might consider starting 14

production in countries such as Brazil or Venezuela?15

MR. RULE:  Okay.  There are really three, 16

four maybe.  All of them have maybe very limited 17

areas.  But Peru, there is some attempt to grow 18

greenhouse roses.  Mr. Ullrich has extensive 19

experience growing in Peru.  But the climates where 20

you can grow greenhouse roses don't have the 21

constancy of temperature which would allow them to 22
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come up with a product that especially, in certain 1

times of year, would meet the standards of the 2

United States for doing a small amount of business 3

in Peru.  There is no way that they have the 4

conditions to do that.5

Venezuela is actually looking at the 6

business because they have some heavy bills paying 7

for armaments that they have purchased from Russia.  8

And Russia said to them find a way to pay us, 9

because we are really not looking forward to you 10

paying us with oil; we've got enough of that 11

ourselves.  So they are looking at it.  But by the 12

time they make decisions, there will be a change of 13

presidents and other things in Venezuela.  And they 14

do not have the same kind of growing conditions.15

Brazil exports a very small quantity to 16

the United States and a very small quantity to 17

Europe.  But, again, they do not have the conditions 18

in the highlands, and they have such a large 19

domestic market that their flowers are not of bad 20

quality but they are much smaller than the 21

Ecuadorian flowers.22
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Bolivia has some production, but most of 1

it is going to the southern cone.  And, again, they 2

have very seasonal problems.  3

Really, it comes down to three countries 4

that have the conditions.  Mexico is in the northern 5

hemisphere far enough so that their production is 6

also not constant.  Ecuador, Colombia, and Kenya 7

really are the only three that can compete from 8

certain areas in a similar if not equal quality.9

MR. ULLRICH:  Perhaps I can just add to 10

this.  As you move away from the equator north or 11

south, the conditions change dramatically.  And if 12

you want to be in this business on a year-round 13

basis, it is virtually impossible, whether in Mexico 14

or in Brazil, to be in business year-round with a 15

good quality product.  The temperature fluctuation 16

just does not allow it. 17

In Mexico, you have heat waves.  You have 18

freezes.  And many people have started there and 19

closed down because it was unsuccessful.  The 20

climate just is not cooperative for a year-round, 21

high quality production of roses in these northern 22
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or southern hemisphere countries.  Thank you.1

MR. KARAWA:  Thank you for coming.  This 2

question is addressed to the entire panel.  3

Yesterday, at the USITC hearing, the California Cut 4

Flowers Association gave testimony opposing this 5

petition.  They asserted that adding this product to 6

the GSP will harm U.S. growers.  How would you 7

respond to the arguments that they made?8

MR. ULLRICH:  Well, perhaps everybody is 9

looking for some sort of protection, I guess, and 10

help.  I think what Mr. Rule had mentioned earlier, 11

the California flower growers have been going 12

backwards for many, many years, not just in roses, 13

because of climatic conditions, because of land 14

prices.  Lots of my friends sold their land through 15

developments, and they made lots of money.16

This is just a typical movement where 17

people make a lot more money, like in the United 18

States.  It is a high labor component.  It's about 19

55 to 60 labor component to grow a rose, and it is 20

just economically not sustainable.  21

And I have a lot of friends in California 22
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which grow roses.  As mentioned earlier, the total 1

rose production in California is about 35 million 2

stems, or 3 percent of the total U.S. market.  And 3

they are actually benefiting by adding at peak 4

periods flowers from Ecuador, because they cannot 5

supply the volume their customers need, which are 6

mainly mom and pop stores.  They don't have the 7

logistics and physical infrastructure to handle 8

large accounts because they are small farms.  9

The total farms which amount to 3 percent 10

of the total volume are probably 27, 30 farms.  So 11

you can imagine they are so small, they cannot 12

afford to have the infrastructure needed to serve 13

large customers.  And on peak periods, they have to 14

buy imported flowers to serve their customers or 15

else they would lose that business, because if you 16

cannot serve your customers during a holiday period, 17

you would lose that business on a year-round basis.  18

So, if anything, they are benefiting by roses from 19

Ecuador being imported, and they can sell these 20

high-quality roses next to their roses, which are 21

being produced in California.22
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MR. ROTHKOPF: I would add that the 1

argument just doesn't stand up to basic analysis.  2

Right now, Ecuadorian roses are coming in without 3

the tariff.  That is the current condition.  To add 4

a tariff on them would only harm the Ecuadorian 5

roses.6

U.S. suppliers are responsible for 7

supplying three percent of the market.  One of the 8

assertions that was made yesterday, which was not 9

substantiated in the course of the conversation, was 10

that there might be a brief, short-term benefit to 11

some U.S. suppliers.  But if you go and you model it 12

out and you do the analysis, the benefit would be a 13

matter of months or a year or two before the supply 14

would then be picked up by Colombians or others who 15

are operating under a free trade agreement.16

So not only is there no damage per se to 17

U.S. companies as a consequence of the granting of 18

this, there is also no benefit to U.S. companies as 19

a result of granting this benefit.20

MS. MASON:  Thank you for your testimony 21

and for answering our questions.  Several of the 22
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submissions and much of your testimony support the 1

argument that there would be a negative impact on 2

Ecuador's anti-narcotics efforts of a potential loss 3

of duty-free market access for roses for Ecuador.4

Could you please elaborate a bit more on 5

this?  For example, you started to touch on the 6

areas in Ecuador where roses were produced, and then 7

across the border there was the illicit crop 8

production.  Please.9

MR. ROTHKOPF:  I mean I'm happy to address 10

it, but I think your point about the border is 11

salient.  We have invested several hundred million 12

dollars in trying to encourage people to stay out of 13

the drug business.  A business has grown up in 14

Ecuador, in agricultural regions that might 15

otherwise be devoted to growing illicit crops, that 16

pays a higher wage than in the neighboring 17

communities where drugs are grown across the border, 18

provides better working conditions, and therefore 19

there is no incentive economically or otherwise for 20

people to consider the illicit growth, which is 21

precisely the objective of the United States policy.22
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Yet, if we were to take this step, we 1

would be -- I mean at the one hand, we would have 2

USAID or somebody else writing a check saying please 3

don't grow drugs, and at the other hand we would be 4

taking away the thing that keeps people from growing 5

drugs.  So we would have contradictory policies 6

simultaneously in place.7

MR. RULE:  Perhaps just to add to that, 8

alternative crops do not have the same 9

characteristics.  Ecuador imports currently, I 10

believe, 96 percent of the wheat that it uses.  The 11

textile industry in Ecuador is a very large importer 12

of cotton from the United States because there are 13

not extensive land areas that are suitable for those 14

crops, whereas flowers can employ anywhere from 10 15

to 12 people on average, using an acre, around 6 16

people per acre it employs, whereas in an acre, it 17

is not enough to support someone growing a 18

traditional grain crop or other things.  It is by 19

far the best use of land.  And if you took that out 20

of there, there is not enough land to have the same 21

income and meet the same economic needs of people.22
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Some of the growing areas are actually 1

only about 20 miles from the Colombian border and 2

employing large numbers of people under a rigid and 3

formal basis.4

MR. ULLRICH:  Perhaps if I may add to 5

this, most families, like in the United States now, 6

you have husband and wife working and supporting a 7

family.  So it is not just that one wage earner is 8

supporting a family.  We have in most cases now two 9

wage earners of the same family earning and 10

supporting their three or four children and sending 11

them to school and giving them a proper upbringing.12

So I think by having basically the family 13

depending on our employment for health insurance, 14

for food, for funds to buy clothing and food for 15

themselves, for the home, I think is key.  And like 16

anything, if you don't have an income, you have to 17

look for one or the other to have enough money to 18

survive and to live.  19

And I think this is part of the case we 20

are trying to make here.  We are trying to establish 21

that there is no way these people can find licit 22
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jobs in the areas where we operate because there is 1

absolutely no industry.  And as you know, Ecuador as 2

a small country has a very small industry base 3

because they don't have enough consumption 4

internally.  For that reason, their industry base is 5

very, very small.6

Most of the products are imported.  And if 7

these 50,000 people cannot find licit jobs, which 8

they cannot in the areas we operate, I think they 9

are just obligated to get into areas where we don't 10

like to think about they are going to go back into.  11

And I think this is something very, very important 12

to consider, because the families are used to a good 13

standard of living, and it is going to create a big 14

social problem if this would shrink or people will 15

lose their jobs because we are no longer 16

competitive.  I think this will create a big social 17

problem in the areas where we operate.  Thank you.18

MR. SCHALL:  I think this issue was 19

touched upon by both Mr. Ullrich and Mr. Rule.  But 20

I was wondering if you could comment on the 21

ownership and investment profile of the fresh cut 22
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rose sector in Colombia.  Both of you mentioned 1

investments in farms -- Ecuador, sorry, had 2

mentioned investments in farms.  I was just 3

wondering if you could give us an idea of the 4

profile of small holdings in Ecuador, the 5

interrelationship between your investments and small 6

holdings in Ecuador, and essentially give us a 7

profile of the Ecuadorian rose sector.8

MR. ULLRICH:  Well, our investments in 9

Ecuador have reached $85 million in infrastructure, 10

in education, in fertilization, and in all the 11

things you need for farming operations.  In the 12

States last year, we paid $1½ million in taxes.  And 13

I think if we do not continue our operations, 14

obviously we won't be able to pay taxes either.  So 15

that is part of when you have a successful business, 16

you pay taxes, and if the business fails, the 17

investment would be useless, because one of the 18

things once you have a greenhouse operation which is 19

very expensive to install and you don't grow flowers 20

or any other crop for this type of environment, 21

basically your investment is ruined.  There is no 22
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resale for that type of installation.  The land is 1

worth something, but all your infrastructure 2

basically would be worth zero.3

MR. ROTHKOPF:  There was a survey done by 4

an Ecuadorian economist of 275 producers, 5

representing 28 percent of the industry, so a fairly 6

large chunk.  Less than 10 percent of the producers 7

had farms larger than 20 hectares.  The medium size 8

of the rose plantation in Ecuador is 9.3 hectares.  9

So that has a consequence here which is smaller 10

farms are less able to absorb the consequences of 11

cost increases and these other kinds of things, but 12

it also speaks to the social issue which is that 13

smaller producers in and around the country are a 14

significant portion of this thing.15

MR. RULE:  It is also a very diverse 16

investment base.  I don't have numbers here exactly, 17

but the largest investment is actually by Ecuadorian 18

citizens, but the second largest investment I 19

believe is by citizens from the United States.  A 20

very strong second, probably third would be from 21

Colombia.  Fourth would be Spain, the Netherlands, 22
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and other European countries.  1

It is actually a very diverse base with so 2

much lower concentration of farm size than in the 3

groups of Colombia.  In fact, in some cases, people 4

who have had small land holdings but have acquired 5

the knowledge are now farm owners, they have 6

reinvested with a lot of sweat equity, so you have 7

people who have come from a very typical rural 8

agriculture and gone to much larger.  U.S. is -- 37 9

percent is the number they have, which is a very 10

strong second to Ecuadorian direct investment.11

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:  I just have one more 12

question.  Mr. Rule, I'm just trying to understand 13

the evolution of E.G. Hill.  If I understand 14

correctly, this was a company that originally 15

grew --16

MR. RULE:  Okay. 17

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:  -- the most of or met 18

much of the U.S. production of roses.  And over 19

time, it has evolved into a company that primarily 20

breeds, that is, doesn't grow for resale in the mass 21

market but breeds for growers.  Is that correct?22
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MR. RULE:  That's correct.1

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:  Is it still involved in 2

any domestic production for the market, for the mass 3

market on roses?4

MR. RULE:  The company started in the 5

1800s.  I don't know the history of E.G. Hill and 6

J.H. Hill, the two brothers who started it because 7

there were two separate companies.  But I would 8

assume that they were farmers or something and had 9

land holdings and decided to go to -- they started 10

in the 1800s and then they developed through the 11

Midwest a chain of around 10 or 11 wholesale 12

florists.  Then they expanded into being the prime 13

supplier of one of the big box retailers. 14

But many years ago, they recognized that 15

for both selling the varieties, they would starve if 16

they depended upon the U.S. market.  They were at 17

one time 15 percent of the U.S. market, but when 18

they stopped producing, their costs were three times 19

as much as it was to grow a rose and pay all of the 20

legal things in Ecuador.  So they invested as a 21

partner in an Ecuadorian farm and over time were 22
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unable to sustain production in the United States 1

because of both cost differences, and the quality 2

was inferior as far as head size and other 3

characteristics.4

So they divested for a series of reasons 5

all of the distribution businesses.  They have no 6

production left, but they are still very actively 7

involved as a breeder.  And that is their really 8

only remaining business at this point in time.  9

That's dependent really, very strongly upon 10

continued growth and replanting in the Ecuadorian 11

market.12

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:  Okay, thank you.  That 13

concludes our questions for this panel.  I would 14

like to thank you all.  I know some of you came a 15

great distance to participate in this hearing, and 16

we appreciate your input.  And as I had mentioned 17

earlier, we may have some post-hearing questions for 18

you to consider and to respond to in your 19

post-hearing submission, which would be due in I 20

think three or four weeks.21

(Pause.)22
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CHAIRMAN JACKSON:  Then if I can ask the 1

next panel to come to the front.  This is the panel 2

who is speaking in favor of the petition to add 3

frozen broccoli to GSP eligibility.  4

Again, apologies for the cramped space.  I 5

think we have four or five speakers on this panel, 6

so those individuals should be at the table.  You 7

can share the microphone.  And then if there are 8

others who have come with you, we would welcome 9

their participation in the question and answer 10

period as you deem appropriate.11

I think the first speaker that we have on 12

the panel is Mr. Espinosa.  Mr. Espinosa, if you 13

would like to introduce anyone else who is with you, 14

and then we welcome your statement.15

MR. ESPINOSA:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman.  I 16

am Cristian Espinosa.  I am the Executive Director 17

of the Ecuadorian American Chamber of Commerce.  18

With me here today, Mr. Alfredo Zeller, President of 19

APROFEL, an Association of Producers and Exporters 20

of Fruits and Vegetables.  And Mr. Mateo Lettunich, 21

he is the Chairman of the Board of Superior Foods.  22
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And we have Mr. Itzkowitz.  He is from Bertram and 1

TriMe Associates.  And we have Mr. John Allan from 2

the American Frozen Food Institute.  And we have --3

I'm sorry.4

MR. SEABROOK:  Ivin Seabrook.5

MR. ESPINOSA:  Ivin Seabrook from Seabrook 6

Company.  Thank you.7

Mr. Chairman and fellow members of the GSP 8

Subcommittee, thank you very much for allowing us to 9

testify at today's hearing.  For the record, my name 10

is Cristian Espinosa.  I am the Executive Director 11

of the Ecuadorian American Chamber of Commerce, also 12

referred to as AMCHAM Quito in our briefs.13

Mr. Alfredo Zeller, President of the 14

Ecuadorian Association of Growers and Exporters of 15

Fruits and Vegetables accompanies me on this 16

occasion.  Together, we have presented a petition 17

for the 2012 GSP Annual Review to include Ecuadorian 18

broccoli as an eligible article under the 19

Generalized System of Preferences.  I am aware that 20

the USTR's GSP Subcommittee has accepted the review 21

of only the tariff subheadings that refer to frozen 22
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broccoli.1

Mr. Alfredo Zeller will complete this 2

statement addressing the perspective of a producer 3

and exporter of broccoli and the view of an American 4

investor working in Ecuador for several decades.  We 5

are fortunate to have Mr. Zeller's views as he can 6

testify based on his own experience about the 7

benefits derived from the U.S. tariff preference 8

systems.9

Time is short, so please allow me today to 10

make some basic but essential comments that justify 11

our petition and your careful consideration of this 12

matter.13

Ecuadorian exports of broccoli to the 14

United States have increased continuously since the 15

implementation of the Andean Trade Preference Act.  16

Despite a recent downturn in employment last year, 17

this sector generates important job opportunities 18

and wealth to vulnerable sectors, especially 19

employment for women in the Ecuadorian highlands.  20

This increase has been possible due to the fact that 21

Ecuadorian broccoli enters the U.S. market free of 22
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tariffs under ATPA.1

The Andean preference program is due to 2

expire in July 2013, and the likelihood of its 3

renovation is extremely low because Ecuador is now 4

the only beneficiary country of ATPA.  Here, I would 5

like to recall what was said during the ambassador's 6

statement.  We seek participation in the GSP not as 7

a way to circumvent the ATPA expiration.  We are 8

trying to secure access into the U.S. market, trying 9

to have the same situation that many other products 10

have and are in both programs currently.  So this is 11

important.  We are just trying to find a fallback 12

position.13

Consequently, as of July 2013, Ecuadorian14

broccoli exports could no longer enjoy duty-free 15

treatment, and we will be facing a 14.9 percent 16

ad valorem tariff upon entry into the U.S. market.  17

In the short term, moving from current ATPA status 18

to GSP eligible status does not represent any 19

advantage in terms of tariffs.20

The main point of this testimony is 21

precisely the fact that the competitiveness of the 22
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U.S. market for broccoli will not be altered if 1

Ecuadorian broccoli becomes eligible under the U.S. 2

Generalized System of Preferences.  Rather, the loss 3

of preferential treatment for broccoli originating 4

from Ecuador can negatively disrupt the market for 5

U.S. consumers and important segments of the U.S. 6

food industry that benefit in terms of revenue and 7

employment from duty-free market access of products 8

such as Ecuadorian broccoli.9

Bringing broccoli on board to the United 10

States GSP does not affect the local market 11

conditions because the most important suppliers of 12

this product are Mexico and Guatemala.  Both 13

countries have free access to the United States 14

under their respective free trade agreements with 15

the United States.  China is the other important 16

supplier and does not benefit from GSP treatment.  17

Even though China does not have the duty advantages 18

of the other two countries, it maintains a very 19

competitive cost structure.  Therefore, if 20

Ecuadorian broccoli loses the tariff preference it 21

now has and is forced to pay the 14.9 percent duty, 22
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the offer of those three countries might replace the 1

Ecuadorian product in the U.S. market, hurting both 2

Ecuadorian producers and American importers and 3

consumers.4

It should be noted that imports of 5

Ecuadorian broccoli have been entering the U.S. 6

market free of tariffs for more than a decade.  This 7

has not caused any problem whatsoever for U.S. 8

producers since these producers basically supply 9

fresh broccoli, which in turn does not compete with 10

frozen broccoli.  I believe Mr. Zeller's testimony 11

and the testimony of several U.S. importers will 12

make this point abundantly clear today.13

We have submitted to the USTR in our 14

petition an analysis of the benefits derived from 15

the GSP treatment, which basically points in the 16

direction of a continuous presence and growth of 17

Ecuadorian broccoli in the United States market.  We 18

have also provided a counterfactual analysis, which 19

presents a scenario in which Ecuadorian broccoli 20

faces full MFN tariff levels.  We have made use of 21

partial equilibrium models that support our 22
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estimates.  1

The results derived from the application 2

of these models were corroborated by our observation 3

of what happened during the seven months in 2011 4

when the ATPA had expired and Ecuadorian broccoli 5

lost its preferential treatment.  The presence of 6

our competitors increased in the U.S. market, 7

Ecuadorian exports declined, despite the fact that 8

importers expected a highly probable extension of 9

ATPA, which included a retroactive clause that 10

included the reimbursement of paid tariffs.11

A key element that we must bear in mind 12

during this hearing is the effect that trade 13

preferences have had on employment.  Employment, in 14

turn, has significant and positive effects in the 15

economic well being of a nation.  The preference 16

systems from which Ecuador has benefited in the past 17

years have provided a stable political environment 18

that go hand in hand with U.S. concerns on security, 19

drug trafficking, and immigration policies.  From 20

that perspective, it is only logical to maintain the 21

good results achieved so far by implementing trade 22
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policy measures as means to foster economic 1

development and shared social and economic values.2

Supporting the petition to include new 3

products in the GSP entails giving a real 4

opportunity to one of the most interesting 5

provisions of the GSP statute, that is the 6

possibility of considering the preference system as 7

a dynamic system that can be enhanced through its 8

expansion so that it adjusts to new challenges and 9

makes the most of new opportunities.10

Time constraints during this hearing do 11

not allow us to enter into details and elaborate on 12

figures regarding the estimates on the effect of 13

maintaining the preferences for broccoli or the 14

correspondent counterfactual analysis of losing the 15

preferences.  Our petition and pre-hearing 16

submission develop these analyses in detail.  And I 17

will, however, say that at this point we will be 18

glad to elaborate on our views, if you require 19

additional information, either responding to your 20

questions in writing or presenting an additional 21

post-hearing submission.22
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Thank you for your attention, and now I 1

pass the floor to Mr. Zeller.2

MR. ZELLER:  Good morning, Mr. Chairman 3

and fellow commissioners.  I thank you for allowing 4

me to testify today and give you the perspective of 5

an American/Ecuadorian who has lived and worked in 6

Ecuador for more than 40 years.  My name is 7

Alfred Zeller.  I am CEO of Provefrut, an Ecuadorian 8

frozen and vegetable producer and packer.  I am also 9

President of the Ecuadorian Association of Growers 10

and Exporters of Fruits and Vegetables (APROFEL).  11

This association and its member companies employ 12

approximately over 3,500 direct individuals and 13

another 5,000 indirectly.  I am also involved in the 14

flower, chocolate, and industrial machinery trading 15

business, so I believe I have a good perspective of 16

the real business climate in Ecuador.17

Further to the statement and comments of 18

my predecessor, Mr. Cristian Espinosa, I would like 19

to point out that the Ecuadorian broccoli industry 20

is over 50 percent American owned.  We based our 21

original investment on the ATPA program established 22
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many years ago and can proudly assure you, today, 1

that we have fully met the expectations of this Act.  2

We produce goods that compete for the labor involved 3

in the drug trade and at the same time generate jobs 4

in the United States.5

We mainly export frozen broccoli.  And as 6

you most likely know, today there are no major 7

frozen processing plants in the United States which 8

still process broccoli.  Our products are being 9

bought by major industries, distributors, and 10

retailers of the food industry in the United States, 11

to be used in their specific uses such as blending, 12

finished meals, and mixes.  I am proud to have as 13

our clients companies such as General Mills, Heinz, 14

Nestle, Sysco, Costco, Wal-Mart, Kroger, Trader 15

Joe's, and BJ's, just to name a few of the larger 16

players in this market.17

But we also deliver to smaller companies 18

not well known to the general public, but who have a 19

great importance in the whole supply chain 20

especially to their local and regional schools, 21

hospitals, nursing homes, restaurants, hotels, and 22
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supermarkets.  These customers, such as Bertram 1

Foods, Reddy Raw, Seabrook Farms of New Jersey, 2

Endico and Snow Fresh of New York, Earthbound Farms 3

of California, Paris Foods of Maryland, Harvest 4

Foods of Illinois, Superior Foods of California and 5

Texas, Star Marketing of Florida, all rely on our 6

broccoli to guarantee a steady supply to their 7

clients as well.8

As you may also note, there are also 9

considerable benefits to the U.S. land 10

transportation companies, couriers, warehouses, and 11

distributors, who are all required and necessary in 12

order for our product to get to its final 13

destination.14

Many of these companies in the food 15

industry have expressed their support to have 16

Ecuadorian broccoli included in the GSP either via 17

oral or written testimony.  Their support comes from 18

a very simple and correct conclusion, Ecuadorian 19

broccoli has found a market segment that is not 20

being covered by other foreign or American suppliers 21

either/and because of quality, supply, or economic 22
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issues.  Ecuadorian broccoli is definitely sought 1

out for those reasons, and to suddenly introduce an 2

import duty of 14.9 percent would basically either 3

eliminate us from the American market, reduce a 4

valid option for our buyers and force them to 5

purchase from other suppliers who today do not fill 6

their needs, and basically eliminate the livelihood 7

of those workers of mine and my personal livelihood.8

It is also very important to mention that 9

we purchase and import a great variety of products 10

from the United States, not only to keep our fields 11

and plants producing, but also for major investments 12

in plant growth.  I have attached a list of American 13

manufacturers, 18 companies from 14 different 14

states, from whom we have imported various goods in 15

the past years.  All of these were imported into 16

Ecuador without paying any duties.  Let's maintain 17

this two-way street and keep it open, as we have 18

with the Andean Trade Preference and Drug 19

Eradication Act, ATPDEA, for so many years.20

As previously mentioned, Ecuadorian 21

broccoli imports to the United States represent only 22
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about six to eight percent of the whole American 1

market.  The rest of the demand is being covered 2

from producers in Mexico and Guatemala, both of 3

which have free trade agreements signed with the 4

United States.  I might also mention that China is 5

also a major exporter of this product to this 6

country.7

The fresh broccoli market is mainly being 8

served by American farmers in California and 9

Arizona, as well as some suppliers on the East 10

Coast.  We can affirm that the fresh and frozen 11

markets do not compete with one another for raw 12

material and, therefore, no negative impact can be 13

observed to American farmers as a result of imports 14

for the American frozen food industry of over 800 15

million pounds, which are required yearly to cover 16

their demands.17

To conclude, I would like to make some 18

general comments about the business and investment 19

regime in Ecuador.  The image of Ecuador is 20

unfortunately set in the minds of many Americans by 21

some companies with investment disputes.  Ecuador, 22
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like every country where I have done business, must 1

make reforms to improve its competitive environment 2

and to provide a stable socio-political environment 3

for economic growth.  Some of those reforms have 4

already taken place and others are planned over the 5

years.  The reality, though, is that hundreds of 6

American companies from large multi-nationals to 7

smaller private firms like my own successfully do 8

business on a daily basis in Ecuador.9

I am proud that my government establishes 10

U.S. policies for the common good of all Americans.  11

I, therefore, support and request that Ecuadorian 12

frozen broccoli be accepted and included as an 13

eligible article under the GSP program so that it 14

can enter the United States market without any 15

tariffs in the future.  16

I thank you for your time, and I am happy 17

to answer any questions you might have.  Thank you.18

MR. LETTUNICH:  Good morning, Chairman and 19

Committee members.  I am Mateo Lettunich, Chairman 20

of Superior Foods, a full-line U.S. manufacturer and 21

distributor of frozen fruits and vegetables.22
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As a private brand specialist, we supply 1

major retailers, food service distributors, and 2

industrial clients in the U.S. and Europe.  You 3

enjoy our products under well-known brands such as 4

Bird's Eye, Safeway, Kroger, Trader Joe's, Sysco, 5

and others.  We are not a big food company, but we 6

do have over 130 dedicated employees in the U.S.7

It is exciting for me and a privilege to 8

participate at this level of government.  I thank 9

you, as it is really the ultimate civics lesson and, 10

sincerely, it is refreshing and restorative 11

especially now to witness the genuine concern and 12

acumen brought by this Committee and your support 13

team.  Moreover, I thank you for seriously 14

considering my particular perspective, as you will 15

not only influence an important decision that will 16

affect the American consumer generally, but also a 17

decision that will affect my employees critically.18

Notwithstanding the tales of glory I tell 19

my children about my work, the truth is frozen 20

broccoli has none of the glamour and sex appeal of 21

roses, but nor does it have in the context of this 22
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hearing many of the complexities.  1

With all respect due those crunching and 2

analyzing the numbers, this one is relatively easy.  3

Tariff-free access to Ecuadorian frozen broccoli is 4

a straight-up economic win for the U.S., no 5

downside, no trade-offs, and no opposition from U.S. 6

producers.  The U.S. consumer will continue to enjoy 7

a lower cost, healthy food, and companies like mine 8

will continue to create and protect American jobs.9

With frozen broccoli, there is simply no 10

zero-sum dynamics between the U.S. and Ecuador.  11

American broccoli producers long ago committed to 12

the far more profitable fresh product over frozen.  13

Virtually all of the nearly 800 million pounds of 14

frozen broccoli consumed in the U.S. is imported 15

primarily from Mexico and a great deal from 16

Guatemala. 17

While only six percent of those imports 18

are from Ecuador, that six percent has sweeping 19

competitive impact.  The supply influences the whole 20

market, lowering costs across the board by as much 21

as two to six cents per pound. That favorably 22
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affects the U.S. consumer broadly and specifically 1

affects my company critically.2

Ecuadorian broccoli is qualitatively and 3

economically unique.  This is more empirical than as 4

esoteric as it sounds.  These unique qualities and 5

characteristics are owing to a number of factors, 6

primarily Ecuador's natural luminosity -- I love 7

that phrase -- its elevation, soils, cultural 8

practices, logistics, and year-round production.9

The Ecuadorian product has characteristics 10

that have allowed Superior Foods to distinguish in 11

particular its vegetable blends in which broccoli is 12

an important ingredient.  In these products, 13

Ecuadorian broccoli is not fungible with broccoli 14

from other sources.  We further leverage that 15

differentiation in that the Ecuadorian broccoli 16

represents as little as five percent of the total 17

product use of our various premium blends.  The 18

balance of the ingredients, for example, corns, 19

peas, and beans, are largely produced in the U.S.  20

Please also note that Ecuador's year-round 21

production significantly reduces our inventory 22
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requirements, working capital, and the 1

energy-intensive costs of cold storage.2

A 14.9 percent tariff will simply kill the 3

viability of Ecuadorian broccoli in the U.S. and 4

will precipitously end the otherwise continuing 5

successes that were originally sparked by the ATPA.  6

A tariff now will extinguish and even reverse the 7

legacy of economic success for those companies like 8

Superior Foods who are now deeply vested in 9

Ecuadorian supply.10

Continued access to tariff-free broccoli 11

under the GSP is an unqualified win for the U.S.  12

Not only does my company and its 130 employees and 13

their families depend on this product, so do the 14

many U.S. manufacturers whose products we blend with 15

the Ecuadorian product and whose additional products 16

piggyback on ours.  Naturally, there are also many 17

transportation, warehouse, distribution, and 18

financial companies who depend on our business.19

To conclude, please allow us to continue 20

this trading relationship in which so many Americans 21

are vested.  While all U.S. consumers benefit, in 22
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the case of my company, the economic impact is 1

critical to our livelihoods.  Defaulting to a nearly 2

15 percent tariff on Ecuador's broccoli would have a 3

crippling effect on Superior Foods.4

My audience with you today means a great 5

deal to my employees, their families, and me.  Thank 6

you very much.7

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:  Mr. Seabrook?8

MR. SEABROOK:  Good morning, Chairman and 9

panel members.  My name is Ivin Seabrook.  My family 10

business is a fourth generation frozen vegetable 11

processing business with one plant in Seabrook, 12

New Jersey.  We are approximately the 10th largest 13

vegetable processor in our industry and in the 14

United States.  Our peak employment is 450 people, 15

with 250 full-time employees.  Products that we make 16

are peas, corn, beans, spinach, southern greens, and 17

baby limas.  We contract with independent farmers 18

primarily in New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland, and 19

Pennsylvania to grow these crops for us.  We need 20

approximately 25,000 acres to pack 100 million 21

pounds of frozen product that runs through our 22
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plant.  We are a mid-sized company, not a large 1

company.2

I would like to stress that we are a real, 3

old-fashioned manufacturing company.  We are not a 4

trading house, nor a marketing company.  We have a 5

giant factory with significant employment.6

Also, we are a real family business.  My 7

cousin Wes is our engineer and oversees daily 8

production, and he works over 80 hours a week.  My 9

cousin Jim is the president and drives over every 10

Saturday and most Sundays to see what is happening.  11

My brother Pete is the MIS director.  We provide 12

healthcare to all of our full-time employees, as 13

well as profit sharing and pension plans.  14

I want to stress that this is a very, very 15

low-margin business.  There are no Learjets in our 16

fleet.  Typical net profit margins are between one 17

and three percent.  We are on a knife edge every day 18

to maintain our profitability.  For example, our 19

healthcare costs, our annual healthcare costs exceed 20

our profits.21

The majority of our business is selling 22
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private label vegetables, which is the store brand.  1

Customers include Wal-Mart, Whole Foods, Safeway, 2

A&P, Harris Teeter, Meijer, and Shoprite.  We also 3

sell to food service distributors like Sysco, U.S. 4

Foodservice, and PFG.  Industrial customers include 5

Heinz, ConAgra, and Tyson.6

I mentioned the very low margins of our 7

business and have an example I wanted to use to 8

illustrate this.  About 15 years ago, when I first 9

started my trading model, which is buying the stuff 10

that we don't manufacture ourselves through our 11

plant, we obtained a price list of one of our retail 12

customers.  And previous to that, I had worked in 13

the cost accounting department.  So knowing how we 14

do our costing, you take the raw material and you 15

get some recovery loss when you pack it in the poly 16

bag, and you've got your labor and fringe costs, and 17

you've got your packaging cost which is the poly 18

bag, and the fiber which is the case, and overhead, 19

which is depreciation, and capital investment and 20

some utilities.  21

So I deducted the freight that our 22
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customers' delivered price included, and I took off 1

all of the associated costs, all the input costs, to 2

get down to what the bulk cost had to be.  In other 3

words, I took off the labor, the fringe, the 4

packaging, the overhead, and I was left with a 5

number.  So on brussel sprouts, for example, I was 6

left with 50 cents a pound.  That's how much we 7

could afford to pay for brussel sprouts and a 8

margin.  And, yet, our price to buy brussel sprouts 9

was 53.  So that ain't going to cut it.10

Then I looked at whole baby carrots.  I 11

did the same thing.  I took the selling price for 12

the whole baby carrots, and I took off the freight.  13

I deducted all the input costs that we need to do to 14

sell these carrots, and I was left with 30 cents.  15

And, yet, to buy whole baby carrots, they cost 33 16

cents.  So that one didn't work, either.17

And then I did the crinkle cut carrots, 18

same thing.  I did the okra, the cut okra and the 19

whole okra, and the peppers, all the same thing.  It 20

looked like it was magic, but really it is an 21

invisible hand of the market guiding the industry, 22
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and that's what makes it so competitive.1

I mentioned earlier that we are a 2

mid-sized company.  Some of our competitors pack 10 3

times more than we do on any particular commodity, 4

so we do not have a good chance of winning a 5

competition for business against one of these 6

giants.  So we have developed a model to give us an 7

edge, and that is the full line model.8

Last year, we packed 85 million pounds 9

through our plants and bought 75 million pounds, so 10

we are almost 50/50 on how much we make versus how 11

much we buy.  Products that we bought are carrots, 12

okra, broccoli, brussel sprouts, onions, peppers, 13

zucchini, cauliflower, mushrooms, and pearl onions, 14

etc.  Countries of origin include Ecuador, 15

Guatemala, Mexico, China, El Salvador, Canada, 16

Belgium, Holland, Sweden, Poland, and New Zealand, 17

etc.  This is truly a global business driven by 18

competitive advantage.  The broad-line model that we 19

have developed gives us an edge when competing for 20

business as some of the larger packers have not yet 21

developed this capability.22
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Another advantage we have is our East 1

Coast location.  We are right in the middle of a 2

huge population base.  Our typical freight to 3

customers is two to four cents a pound.  Shipping 4

from the Northwest, where the majority of the 5

product is made, that's where most of the peas and 6

the corn and the green beans are produced, is 14 to 7

15 cents a pound.  So we have a good head start 8

against these competitors.  Also, our proximity to 9

ports of entry allow us to buy imported product very 10

well as it comes into the Port of New York or 11

Philadelphia or Baltimore, and being in New Jersey, 12

we are very close to them.13

Broccoli has become a significant item for 14

us.  Broccoli and blends are growing much faster 15

than commodities like peas, corn, and beans.  Mateo 16

touched on that as well.  That is a driving blend.  17

That mix of product is starting to sell very 18

strongly.19

We buy broccoli from Ecuador, Mexico, 20

Guatemala, and China.  We buy none from the United 21

States.  Ecuador is approximately 40 to 50 percent 22
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of our supply.  The quality is unsurpassed.  It is 1

the best in the world.  2

As the free trade agreement with Ecuador 3

has expired several times, it puts us and our 4

partner in a very awkward position.  Indeed, if 5

Ecuadorian broccoli had to pay a duty, me and all 6

other U.S. traders would immediately call every 7

Mexican, Guatemalan, and Chinese packer as we 8

jockeyed to cover our requirements.  Obviously, 9

these packers would immediately raise their prices, 10

forcing us to raise our prices, and consequently 11

causing our retail and food service customers to 12

raise their prices to the American consumer.  13

American consumers would pay more, and the remaining 14

broccoli exporters would have higher profits.15

As I said before, I have never bought any 16

domestic broccoli as it is not competitive and the 17

industry has nearly faded away.  There is no 18

American industry to protect.19

Adam Smith said it is not from the 20

benevolence of the butcher, the brewer, or the baker 21

that we expect our dinner, but from their regard to 22
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their own interest.  When Freddy Zeller asked me to 1

testify on his behalf, I was glad to do so.  And 2

although I truly value our partnership and our 3

friendship, I am not doing it for him.  I am doing 4

it for me and my family business.  5

In short, allowing Ecuadorian broccoli GSP 6

status is a triple win for American business, 7

Ecuador business, and the American consumer.8

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:  Thank you.  Is it 9

Mr. Bertram or Mr. Itzkowitz?10

MR. ITZKOWITZ:  Mr. Itzkowitz.11

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:  Okay, thank you.12

MR. ITZKOWITZ:  Mr. Chairman and the 13

fellow commissioners, thank you for giving us the 14

opportunity to present to you the point of view of 15

supplying the kosher food industry in America, which 16

consists of importing frozen broccoli from Ecuador.  17

We hope the Commission will carefully consider our 18

interest and those of our employees, especially in 19

these tough economic times, which would be greatly 20

at stake should a tariff be reinstated on produce 21

from Ecuador.22
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I, Shea Itzkowitz, of TriMe Associates, 1

and Mr. Jerry Bertram, who represents S. Bertram, 2

are speaking on behalf of our customers and people 3

who work with us.  The kosher food industry and 4

broccoli especially entails many requirements in 5

order to comply with the kosher certification, but 6

which has not been met by any producers in the 7

broccoli industry in the United States.  We have 8

expended much time, effort, and research to meet 9

these requirements and have consequently created a 10

market in the United States for the product.  11

As the forerunner in the field, we 12

therefore have not interfered with any existing 13

broccoli supplies or producers in the United States.  14

Production in the United States has not been and 15

will not be affected.  Additionally, we have 16

explored different options when we began the 17

arrangements for production, and importing broccoli 18

from Ecuador is our most viable solution.19

Furthermore, Americans rely on imports 20

since the United States alone can't meet the 21

requirements to supply the market with a variety of 22
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produce year-round.  Broccoli, which is maintained 1

by health professionals to be one of the most 2

nutritious vegetables, and now with an emphasis on 3

healthy lifestyle, has been incorporated by many 4

people in theirs as well in their families' diets.  5

Because broccoli is now imported, they have come to 6

rely on the constant availability and have generated 7

a demand for it.  A tariff, unfortunately, will 8

render any product containing broccoli to no longer 9

be affordable to the average consumer, as well as to 10

our clientele, which includes rehabilitation homes, 11

schools, and families.12

However, consumers aren't the only ones 13

who will be affected.  For the American employees of 14

our company and ourselves, the consequence will be 15

devastating.  A total of 4 million U.S. dollars over 16

the past few years has been spent to finance this 17

enterprise.  Our workforce contains a number of 18

American citizens whose expertise in the domain have 19

greatly assisted us, and anything that affects our 20

industry will have a bearing on our livelihoods.21

A tariff on these imported goods will not 22
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increase production in the United States.  It rather 1

will be hurting our business, American citizens, and 2

deplete the availability of this product for the 3

kosher American consumers.  4

I, therefore, request that Ecuadorian 5

frozen broccoli be included as an eligible article 6

under the GSP program so it can enter the U.S. 7

without any tariffs.  Thank you for your time, and I 8

am glad to answer any questions.9

MR. ALLAN:  Good morning, Mr. Chairman and 10

fellow committee members.  I am John Allan.  I am 11

the Director of Regulatory and International Affairs 12

for the American Frozen Food Institute, otherwise 13

known as AFFI.  On behalf of AFFI, I am pleased to 14

present this statement in support of petitions under 15

review by the Subcommittee that seek the inclusion 16

of import tariff exemptions for Ecuadorian frozen 17

broccoli within the Generalized System of 18

Preferences.19

Absent action by the USTR, U.S. frozen 20

food companies could be forced to contend with21

significant supply disruptions and added new costs, 22
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as previously mentioned, while consumers could be 1

saddled with increased food prices.2

AFFI is the sole national trade 3

association that promotes the interest of all 4

segments of the frozen food industry.  Our members, 5

many of which have been mentioned previously, 6

manufacture, distribute, and sell frozen food 7

products throughout the United States and around the 8

world.9

The two industry petitions under review, 10

one submitted by the Ecuadorian American Chamber of 11

Commerce and the Ecuadorian Association of Growers 12

and Exporters of Fruits and Vegetables, and another 13

submitted by Superior Foods International, request 14

that the GSP be modified to include an import tariff 15

exemption for Ecuadorian frozen broccoli.16

Without these exemptions, AFFI member 17

companies and U.S. consumers will face dire 18

consequences.  AFFI member companies will face 19

significant difficulties in establishing 20

relationships with new producers and constructing 21

new supply channels.  As a result, U.S. consumers of 22
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frozen broccoli, a very nutritious, popular, and 1

convenient product, could see a resulting increase 2

in prices due to a significant and sudden drop in 3

supply.  Therefore, AFFI wishes to express its full 4

support for these tariff exemption petitions.5

Since its enactment, the ATPDEA has proven 6

to be mutually beneficial for the U.S. frozen food 7

industry very broadly, as well as the economies of 8

participating Andean nations.  The Office of the 9

U.S. Trade Representative has reported that fruit 10

and vegetable product imports from ATPDEA countries 11

continue to increase year after year.12

It is now estimated that close to 95 13

percent of the frozen broccoli consumed in the U.S. 14

is imported, with Ecuador being a primary supplier.  15

Two other major suppliers, as previously mentioned, 16

to the U.S. are also Mexico and Guatemala, which 17

both have signed free trade agreements with the 18

U.S., granting them duty-free access to the 19

American market.20

The Andean preference program is due to 21

expire in July, and the prospects of renewal in 22
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Congress are extremely uncertain.  And now that Peru 1

and Colombia enjoy the benefits of their respective 2

bilateral free trade agreements with the U.S., 3

Ecuador remains the only beneficiary country of 4

ATPDEA preferences.5

So in an industry where profit margins are 6

slim, should the ATPDEA expire, the resulting 7

increase in import tariffs on fruit and vegetable 8

products coming from Ecuador may force U.S. 9

companies to have to scramble for new sources of 10

products, incur additional expenses, and reduce 11

workforces to absorb added costs, with consumers 12

faced with potential supply shortages and increased 13

prices at the grocery store.14

Obviously, these outcomes are undesirable 15

to all.  Therefore, AFFI encourages USTR to grant 16

duty-free status for Ecuadorian broccoli through the 17

GSP as the best possible solution.  Thank you for 18

this opportunity to provide our comments on this 19

matter.  And if you have any questions, please don't 20

hesitate to ask.21

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:  Thank you to all the 22
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witnesses.  Again, I have learned quite a bit about 1

the product.  It is always fascinating to learn 2

about the production and distribution and the 3

particular characteristics of products that we buy 4

and use every day.5

I'd like to ask my colleague from the 6

Department of Commerce to start the questioning.7

MS. MELLOR:  Thank you.  According to the 8

most recent trade data, Ecuador is not a major 9

source of imports for frozen broccoli, accounting 10

for only 10 percent.  With this in mind, would loss 11

of duty-free access really cause much disruption to 12

the U.S. market?13

MR. LETTUNICH:  Well, again, I think from 14

not wanting to sound esoteric about it, and to the 15

lay broccoli enthusiasts, some of this sounds 16

perhaps a little far-fetched, but the Ecuadorian 17

broccoli is unique.  It does have qualities that 18

can't be replicated.  It used to be in our industry 19

that any sort of argument to differentiate your 20

product was really sort of specious, that one 21

broccoli floret was any different from another, but 22
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Ecuador has developed a unique product.  Because of 1

the luminosity and cultural practices, they are able 2

to produce a floret that is a whole floret, that is 3

green from every perspective.  4

And while frozen vegetables at one time 5

were sort of the necessary evil of retailers, it has 6

now become one of the more profitable sectors, and 7

everyone is really sort of vying for more of that 8

market.  And so the retailers, themselves, are 9

looking for ways to gain more market share.  They 10

are doing so with more and more unique products.  11

The reason we have been somewhat successful in that 12

segment is we are able to quickly bring new products 13

to market, new unique products.  In many cases, 14

those products are distinguished by the Ecuadorian 15

broccoli, and it has become in fact specified by 16

major retailers and food service distributors.17

Moreover, I don't think it is even as much 18

as 10 percent, but only 6 percent of the total 19

consumption here in the U.S. is from Ecuador, but it 20

does have a very sweeping impact on the market, as I 21

mentioned in my report, as much as two to six cents 22
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a pound having the Ecuadorian supply and offer on 1

the market.2

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:  If I could just follow 3

up on that.  Could you explain how imports from 4

Ecuador of this product reduce the costs in the U.S. 5

market?  It seems like it is a distinctive, a 6

special product.  It doesn't demand a premium?7

MR. LETTUNICH:  It does, but it is also --8

I mean that's a relatively -- that's a specialized 9

percentage inside of the entire offer out of 10

Ecuador.  They do a great deal of more commodity 11

style broccoli and distinguishable from the other 12

broccoli.  There are certain advantages, economic 13

advantages they bring to the party.  The year-round 14

production does allow us to keep a lower safety 15

stock and all the costs associated with that, the 16

cold storage and investment.17

MR. SEABROOK:  If I may comment, I would 18

think that a 10 percent change in imports would have 19

a significant immediate effect.  The market only 20

needs to be five percent short or two percent short 21

and the buyers start jockeying around for product, 22
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and the other producers are aware of that and the 1

price definitely will rise.  On a 10 percent 2

reduction, it totally would.3

And regarding our focus on the East Coast, 4

Ecuador is ideally situated to ship to the East 5

Coast.  I buy almost no broccoli florets from 6

Mexico.  I have only bought maybe five percent or 7

less, way less than five percent over five years.  8

They are not competitive, the freight is too high.  9

And the ocean freight from Ecuador to the East Coast 10

is extremely competitive.11

So from my regional bias, we're not a 12

national player, we are a regional player just on 13

the East Coast, it would definitely have an effect 14

on our pricings, and that would go to Mexico and 15

Guatemala and China as the other viable sources.16

MR. ZELLER: I just wanted to confirm what 17

Ivin Seabrook has said.  We are very competitive on 18

the East and West Coast, and not so much in the 19

Midwest, so forth, because of transport costs 20

compared to Mexico and Guatemala.21

MR. ITZKOWITZ:  We, as a kosher consumer, 22
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only have Ecuadorian product because we try to do it 1

all over the world, and we could not accomplish to 2

do a kosher product only in Ecuador.3

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:  Could you explain what 4

makes broccoli kosher?5

MR. BERTRAM:  I'm sorry.  Most people 6

usually look at kosher and think about kosher as 7

pertaining to the animal and pertaining to the 8

dietary law is regarding those products.  There is 9

an interesting problem with leafy vegetables.  Leafy 10

vegetables have all certain types of aphids, thrips, 11

leafminers, all that stuff.  As a kosher Jew and a 12

practicing Jew, we are not allowed to consume any of 13

that, so we have zero tolerance for anything like 14

that.  15

Now, we have tried to produce that stuff 16

all over the world.  The only option that we had was 17

Ecuador.  We built greenhouses there, and the 18

greenhouses basically stops all the infestation from 19

the beginning, so it is much easier later on to 20

segregate everything and to make sure that 21

everything is clean.  And, again, I don't know the 22
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word luminosity, whatever it is called, I can't say 1

that word.  We do about three to four cycles a year 2

that we can grow broccoli, so it is constantly 3

coming in versus so we can cut down on the amount of 4

cost for greenhouses and for everything like that.  5

If we would have to produce this stuff only once a 6

year or twice a year, like the other countries, it 7

will bring up our costs.  Carrots will just bring up 8

our costs like crazy.9

MS. MASON:  Thank you for all your 10

testimony to this point and for answering our 11

questions.  Some of the submissions in support of 12

this petition for broccoli cite the negative impact 13

on Ecuador's anti-narcotics efforts of a potential 14

loss of duty-free market access for broccoli from 15

Ecuador.  Could you elaborate on this concern in the 16

context of your businesses?  For example, is 17

broccoli grown in an area of Ecuador where illegal 18

drugs are also cultivated?  Is there any correlation 19

you can cite between cultivation of broccoli and 20

cultivation of crops used for the production of 21

illegal narcotics?22
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MR. ESPINOSA:  If I may say something that 1

I think is related to the other products that we are 2

discussing today.  When we were talking about the 3

production of drugs, we talked about the Colombian 4

border.  We talked about the jungle.  We are talking 5

about a place that is only 100 miles away from where 6

roses are being produced or where broccoli is 7

produced.  Ecuador is a small country.  8

When we talk about the highlands, if you 9

look in a straight line where you could be producing 10

coca leaves and where we have some problems of drug 11

trafficking, we are talking only about distances 12

that are not far away from the people that are 13

working on these problems, are gaining a livelihood 14

in a very safe environment, which is an environment 15

where there is the option, where there is 16

opportunities.  The Ecuadorian production of roses, 17

for example, or broccoli are only 100, 200 miles 18

away from the Putumayo region where we have serious 19

problems in drug trafficking and serious security 20

issues.  21

So, fortunately, in Ecuador, we don't have 22
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drug production.  When somebody identifies some 1

crops and it is coca leaves, the police move in very 2

rapidly and wipes out this region, because we are 3

talking about one, two hectares at the most of drug 4

production.  This is fortunately the case in 5

Ecuador, but I think it is fortunately the case 6

because the people who live in these areas have an 7

alternative.8

ATPDEA has been very successful in 9

Ecuador.  Ecuador's efforts to counteract drug 10

trafficking have been, I think, recognized in the 11

reports that have been provided to the State 12

Department, USTR, and other agencies.  So my point 13

here is why destroy something that has been working.  14

Maybe it has been working with many other products, 15

as well, but these three products seem to be key in 16

what is happening in Ecuador because they are very 17

successful.  They have brought in a lot of 18

technology in agriculture, and they have made a 19

difference.20

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:  I'd like to thank the 21

panel.  If you think we have fewer questions for 22
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you, it is because you answered many of our 1

questions in your testimony.  So, again, I think we 2

learned quite a lot about the nature of your 3

businesses and the broccoli, frozen broccoli market 4

in the United States.5

As I mentioned earlier, we may have some 6

post-hearing questions for you, and you are welcome 7

whether we have questions for you or not to make a 8

post-hearing submission expanding on or providing 9

additional information or responding to other 10

submissions.  And those would be due I think on 11

March 28th.12

So thank you again.  And, at this point, 13

we'll take a 15-minute break, so let's reconvene at 14

about 12:05.  Thank you.15

(Off the record.)16

(On the record at 12:05 p.m.)17

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:  Okay, we will now turn 18

to the third of the three product petitions with a 19

special interest by the Government of Ecuador.  This 20

one is the petition to add certain prepared 21

artichokes to GSP.  And, again, we'll hear from 22
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Mr. Espinosa.1

MR. ESPINOSA:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman.  I 2

am alone on this panel, but AMCHAM is an association 3

that represents the interests of many companies.  4

Actually, the flower growers that were here and 5

broccoli growers that are here are part of AMCHAM.  6

And in the case of artichokes, it is the same case.7

I will restate my name for the record.  8

Mr. Chairman and fellow commissioners, fellow 9

members of the Subcommittee in this case, thank you 10

very much for allowing us to testify in today's 11

hearing.  My name is Cristian Espinosa, Executive 12

Director from the Ecuador American Chamber of 13

Commerce.  I render testimony today on behalf of 14

AMCHAM and on behalf of the I.A.E. Industria 15

Agrícola Exportadora INAEXPO, who have requested 16

that the Government of the United States consider 17

including Ecuadorian artichokes prepared or 18

preserved otherwise than by vinegar and acetic acid, 19

not frozen, as an eligible article under GSP.20

Since I have testified earlier before the 21

Subcommittee, allow me to make a reference to what I 22
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have said before.  Ecuadorian artichokes have been 1

present in the United States market fewer years than 2

broccoli. Exports of Ecuadorian artichokes to the 3

United States are smaller than those of broccoli, 4

and the production of artichokes in Ecuador is also 5

a fraction of imports when compared to broccoli.  6

However, a simple comparison of the behavior of 7

both products vis-à-vis the relevant U.S. tariff 8

preference schemes renders a fair amount of 9

similitudes.  10

The path transited by broccoli a few years 11

ago, which increased its share in the American 12

market, is very similar to that which is currently 13

faced by the newer artichoke industry in Ecuador.  14

Similar difficulties and challenges that were faced 15

by the broccoli producers and exporters are being 16

encountered by artichoke producers and potential 17

exporters trying to be part of this market.18

To that extent, the opportunities granted 19

by the U.S. tariff preferences are of a similar 20

kind, and so are the risks of losing the current 21

preferential market access conditions.  However, we 22
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should consider an additional caveat.  The 1

artichokes industry is smaller and therefore weaker 2

and faces a serious threat of being wiped out of the 3

market.4

The AMCHAM and INAEXPO petition has been 5

made taking into consideration that Ecuadorian 6

exports of artichokes to the United States have 7

increased continuously during the last years, both 8

in value and volume, 19.9 percent annual average 9

during the last 3 years, generating an important 10

alternative for economic development, especially 11

among population in the Ecuadorian highlands.12

This increase has been possible due to the 13

trade preferences under ATPA.  However, there is a 14

high risk that the ATPDEA may not be renewed; 15

therefore, Ecuadorian artichokes currently 16

benefiting from this preference program will have to 17

pay a custom tariff of 14.9 percent to access the 18

U.S. market.  We understand that the ATPA is a 19

preferential system designed over 20 years ago, and 20

now Ecuador is the only beneficiary country of ATPA 21

preferences.22
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Moving Ecuadorian artichokes from current 1

ATPA status to GSP eligible status does not 2

represent any advantage in terms of tariffs, nor 3

does it constitute a significant disruption of the 4

current market conditions of competitiveness in the 5

United States.  Currently, the United States is the 6

main partner for Ecuadorian artichoke exports, 7

representing 79 percent of total sales abroad.  The 8

market share of Ecuador in terms of U.S. imports has 9

reached 4.4 percent mainly due to tariff preferences 10

under ATPA.11

The main competitors of Ecuadorian 12

artichokes in the United States market are Peru, 13

Spain, Egypt, Chile, and Italy.  Two of these 14

countries, Peru and Chile, have already signed free 15

trade agreements, which grants them long-term tariff 16

preferences.  Spain and Italy are not eligible under 17

GSP.  If Ecuadorian artichokes lose tariff 18

preferences, those countries will become stronger 19

competitors due to the relative change in prices and 20

might even completely replace the Ecuadorian product 21

in the American market, in the short term, which 22
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would result in losing an increasingly important 1

supplier for a market in which consumers 2

traditionally have had a wide range of sources from 3

where to choose the best products.4

In our petition, we have submitted an 5

analysis of the benefits derived from GSP treatment 6

to the USTR, which basically points in the direction 7

of a continuous presence and growth of Ecuadorian 8

artichokes in the U.S. market.  We have also 9

provided a counterfactual analysis which presents a 10

scenario in which Ecuadorian artichokes face full 11

and MFN tariff levels.  12

We have made use of partial equilibrium 13

models that support our estimates.  It is estimated 14

that under current conditions, if Ecuadorian 15

artichokes lose the benefit, the exports of the 16

United States would be reduced in the first year by 17

14.4 percent, which consequently would lead to an 18

annual reduction of 11.2 percent in the number of 19

direct jobs it generates.  This does not consider 20

the employment that would be generated if Ecuadorian 21

artichoke exports maintain their increasing trend, 22
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as shown during the last years due to the 1

preferences.2

Partial equilibrium models demonstrate 3

that the negative impact on Ecuadorian artichokes 4

resulting from the loss of preference is not static.  5

When considering a continuous reduction similar as 6

the one observed on the first year of impact, that 7

is -14.4 percent, in a 3-year period, Ecuadorian 8

exports of artichokes to the United States will 9

decrease by almost $2 million with respect to the 10

annual value, which is equivalent to a 40 percent 11

reduction over a 3-year period.  12

As 79 percent of the artichokes exported 13

by Ecuador go to the U.S. market, the negative 14

impact could fatally wound the industry and 15

eliminate one of the suppliers that provide quality 16

products to the U.S. consumers.  American importers 17

will feel the adverse effect all the way down the 18

distribution chain due to the limited suppliers.  In 19

other words, we can predict without any hesitation a 20

similar negative effect as those indicated for 21

broccoli by the U.S. importers earlier on during 22
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this hearing.1

It should be noted that imports of 2

Ecuadorian artichokes have been entering the United 3

States market free of tariffs during the last years.  4

This has benefited the U.S. consumers and the 5

American food industry and cannot cause any adverse 6

effects on the economy.  U.S. production will not 7

face new significant competition that will disturb 8

current market conditions.9

In summary, the statistical model used in 10

the analysis included in our petition shows that if 11

Ecuadorian artichoke exports to the United States 12

were to keep the current preferential treatment, the 13

increase in exports and production determine that 14

the current capacity would be fulfilled in two 15

years, necessarily leading to increased investment 16

in order to have a greater capacity.  17

Current upgrades of industrial and 18

processing plants have been postponed due to the 19

uncertainty generated by the continuous short-term 20

renewals of trade preferences under ATPA.  Access to 21

GSP treatment would provide investors with a 22
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long-term time frame that guarantees market access 1

conditions into the American market.  It is clear 2

that investors' confidence on the export side will 3

mirror conditions on the importers' business 4

expectations, with the corresponding greater gains 5

for all the participants in the U.S. market.6

The American economy would benefit from 7

adding artichokes as GSP eligible products by 8

allowing a diversity of suppliers to compete for 9

their markets.  Ecuadorian producers have a 10

comparative advantage due to their ability to 11

produce throughout the year, their soil composition, 12

proximity to the sun, and the availability of labor.13

Time constraints during this hearing do 14

not allow us to enter into details and elaborate on 15

figures regarding the estimates on the effect of 16

maintaining the preferences for artichokes or the 17

corresponding counterfactual analysis of losing the 18

preferences.  Our petition and pre-hearing 19

submissions develop these analyses in detail.  We 20

would be glad to elaborate our views and supply even 21

further details to this argument if you require 22
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additional information, either responding to your 1

questions in writing or presenting an additional 2

post-hearing submission.3

If you allow me, Mr. Chairman, I will 4

finish my statement by providing the view of a 5

business association that sees great merit in giving 6

a real opportunity to one of the most interesting 7

provisions of the GSP statute, that is the 8

possibility of considering the preference system as 9

a dynamic system that can be enhanced through its 10

expansion.11

AMCHAM is a business association that 12

represents a wide variety of interests of American 13

and Ecuadorian companies concerned with fostering 14

the best business climate where trade flows and 15

investment promote economic and social well-being.  16

At AMCHAM, we recognize the difficulties that 17

sometimes arise in bilateral relations between 18

countries, despite the fact that these countries 19

value their trade partnership.  It is precisely when 20

we recognize that the environment for trade is under 21

stress that private sector business associations can 22
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play an important role.  We can do this by 1

identifying the risks of a deteriorated trade 2

relationship and the reasons for moving carefully in 3

the right direction to rebuild trust between trading 4

partners.5

It is in this sense that we disagree with 6

the request presented today by the United States 7

Council for International Business.  To withdraw the 8

trade preferences that provide opportunities and 9

foster the bilateral relations would only 10

deteriorate the business climate between Ecuador and 11

the United States.  Moreover reducing the scope of 12

products that can benefit from trade preferences 13

would mean that we will be losing the little 14

leverage we have to correct those in error who do 15

not see the benefits of a more open and freer trade 16

regime.17

I have been working for many years as a 18

government trade negotiator, and only in the last 19

years as a representative of the Ecuadorian and 20

American business sectors.  I have learned, 21

unfortunately with a high dose of frustration, that 22
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better trade relations are built carefully and 1

patiently.  The demolition of current structures 2

like the trade preferential systems on which trade 3

operates will not contribute positively to the 4

enhancement of the bilateral relations, or even 5

serve to correct many of the difficulties that the 6

USCIB has identified both today and in his 7

submission to the Subcommittee.  8

In my experience, the loss of preference 9

only puts us in a downward spiral that contradicts 10

the good intentions and expectations that we might 11

share regarding a freer and open trade environment 12

where investment is protected and business can 13

thrive.  Bilateral trade between Ecuador and the 14

United States amounts to more than $16 billion.  15

That is more than --16

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:  I'm sorry, 17

Mr. Espinosa.  Could you wrap up?  We asked for a 18

brief statement.  Thank you.19

MR. ESPINOSA:  Yes, this will be my last 20

paragraph.  Bilateral trade between Ecuador and the 21

United States amounts to more than $16 billion.  22
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That is more than $1,000 per person if we consider 1

Ecuador's population of 14 billion people.  In 2

economic terms, this figure amounts to more than 3

one-fifth of Ecuador's per capita income.  4

Maintaining growth in trade flows is a 5

shared responsibility that benefits Ecuador and the 6

U.S., not only in economic terms but also in 7

delicate and important areas such as security, 8

migration, and social well-being in our hemisphere.  9

Thank you very much.10

MR. SCHALL:  Thank you very much for your 11

testimony, Mr. Espinosa.  I've got to ask you a 12

question that you have already heard, but it is 13

going to come from a different voice this time, and 14

that concerns the impact of losing duty-free market 15

access in preserved artichokes and its relationship 16

to Ecuador's anti-narcotics efforts.  17

Are artichokes grown in an area of Ecuador 18

where illegal drugs are also cultivated, or is there 19

any correlation that you can present between the 20

cultivation of artichokes and the cultivation of 21

crops used for the production of illegal narcotics?22
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MR. ESPINOSA:  As I mentioned before, 1

fortunately, in Ecuador there is almost no 2

cultivation of drugs.  Whenever they pop up in one 3

area or another, they immediately get removed.  And 4

so it is not that artichokes are being grown where 5

coca leaves are being grown, but people who live in 6

these areas have an opportunity that they might do 7

and they might move to a closer part, like the 8

Colombian border, where drugs are being produced and 9

traffic.  10

So the production of these crops and to 11

have exports of these crops that give vitality to 12

the agricultural sector becomes a real opportunity 13

for people who otherwise will move to drug 14

trafficking or other illicit activities.15

MS. LAURY:  Hello.  Can you tell us if 16

there is anything special, different, or distinctive 17

about artichokes from Ecuador, or is this 18

essentially a commodity product?19

MR. ESPINOSA:  As I said in my 20

presentation, artichokes is a new product that is 21

being exported to the United States and some other 22
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places, mainly Europe and probably a small tonnage 1

to Japan.  2

We have learned through the years with 3

other crops that Ecuador's geographic situation 4

provides an opportunity to develop a special 5

product.  I am not an expert on artichokes, and I 6

will be very glad to figure this out, asking my 7

colleagues in Quito, but my guess would be that 8

artichokes couldn't develop, if they have not 9

developed yet, certain particularities because of 10

the way we produce agricultural products in 11

particular areas of Ecuador.12

MR. KARAWA:  Mr. Espinosa, you have 13

partially answered my question.  Those other 14

countries apart from the U.S. where you export 15

artichokes, do you also enjoy preferential market 16

access?17

MR. ESPINOSA:  In the case of Europe, yes, 18

benefits from what is called the GSP-plus system 19

that gives preferential access in Europe.20

MR. KARAWA:  Is the U.S. the number one 21

exporter, or are there other countries that precede 22
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the U.S.?1

MR. ESPINOSA:  I mentioned during my 2

presentation, and maybe it was not clear enough, but 3

our submission has detailed information about it.  4

The U.S. market represents 75 percent of our 5

exports.6

MS. MELLOR:  Are prepared artichokes 7

produced in the United States, and do imports from 8

Ecuador compete with any domestic production here?9

MR. ESPINOSA:  From the information that 10

we have gathered, yes, the United States produces 11

artichokes, and I am sure that they will prepare 12

them in a variety of forms.  When we were preparing 13

our submission or petition, somebody suggested that 14

why did Ecuadorian producers not export artichokes 15

in a different form than this one, preserved in 16

brine.  And the answer was that the product is very 17

different, that we don't have -- you might look at18

them in a pouch, vacuum-packed, and they look the 19

same, but the way that you use artichokes preserved 20

in vinegar is very different from those preserved in 21

brine.  And Ecuador does not have the capacity to 22
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produce the other artichokes because those are 1

already being sold in the United States by other 2

suppliers, and the market is very competitive.  My 3

understanding is that the U.S. production is also 4

involved there.  And you have imports from countries 5

that have a very large production, like Chile and 6

Peru, and I believe they are the main exporters to 7

the U.S.8

MS. MASON:  Thank you for your testimony.  9

Your pre-hearing brief projected export figures for 10

this product under the scenarios of continued 11

duty-free status and loss of duty-free status.  Can 12

you describe in a little more detail how you 13

developed those projections, please?14

MR. ESPINOSA:  Yes.  Our submission uses a 15

partial equilibrium model called SMART, and that has 16

been developed by UNCTAD and also uses the 17

information that comes from these models on the 18

elasticity of demand of the product.  We have made 19

some calculations using the model, and we can 20

foresee that if Ecuadorian preferences continue, 21

because this is a new product in the U.S. market, 22
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the increase of our exports will grow rapidly, 1

especially during the first years.  Eventually, they 2

will have to enter competition with other suppliers.3

So we think that we would move from close 4

to $5 million of exports right now to close to 5

$10 million over a period of 3 years.  We see, 6

however, that if we lose the preferences, by using 7

these models, exports will decline, will go down in 8

the first year close to 40 percent of the exports.  9

Eventually, we will be losing the economies of 10

scale, because as I said 75 percent of our exports 11

are going to the U.S. market, and this will affect 12

our exports in general and maybe even our 13

production.  That's why I used the words to lose the 14

preference can eventually entail the wiping out the 15

artichoke sector of Ecuador. 16

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:  That concludes our 17

questions for you, Mr. Espinosa.  Thank you for your 18

testimony now and earlier today.  And as we have 19

mentioned before, there is a possibility we may have 20

some post-hearing questions for you to respond to in 21

your post-hearing submission.  Thank you very much.22
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MR. ESPINOSA:  Thank you.1

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:  And so I'd now like to 2

call up to the panel the representatives who are 3

speaking in favor of the petition to waive 4

competitive need limitations on calcium silicon 5

ferroalloys from Brazil.6

(Pause.)7

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:  Okay, I believe that we 8

have two speakers for this panel.  I believe is it 9

Mr. Riche who will be speaking first?  And your 10

colleagues are welcome to join you at the table and 11

to participate in the question and answer period.  12

But I believe we have two presentations, and so I'd 13

invite you to begin.  But if you would like, you can 14

introduce any of your colleagues first.15

MR. RICHE:  Yeah, my colleague, 16

Hank Yeckley, who is representing Bozel North 17

America, he is in charge of sales.  Mr. Lage?18

MR. LAGE:  And my colleague, Matt Gilmore, 19

is in charge of sales for Polymet Alloys.20

MR. RICHE:  Esteemed members of the GSP 21

Subcommittee, thank you for the opportunity to be 22
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here today.  I am Dominique Riche, President of JMC 1

(USA) Inc., Bozel North America Division, and Bozel 2

Mineraҫão.3

My company and Polymet Alloys, Inc., have 4

submitted a petition and pre-hearing brief in 5

support of a GSP CNL waiver for imports from Brazil 6

of calcium silicon ferroalloys, commonly known as 7

CaSi.  JMC (USA) Inc., Bozel North America Division, 8

imports CaSi from Brazil.  Brazil's CaSi supplies 9

both in Mineraҫão, in Minas Gerais, Brazil.  JMC, 10

which stands for Japan Metals and Chemicals, is a 11

small holding company which acquired Bozel in 2011.  12

Bozel operates as a standalone business.13

I would like to begin with why continued 14

duty-free access to CaSi imports from Brazil is 15

essential for U.S. steel producers, foundry and 16

cored wire producers, and certain re-packagers of 17

calcium silicon into cored wire.  The USTR has 18

received seven letters of support that echoes this 19

fact.  Such supporters are the U.S. Steel 20

Corporation, Nucor, and Ellwood Quality Steel, steel 21

producer of nearly 45 percent of the U.S. steel 22
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production; U.S. Pipe, a ductile iron pipe foundry 1

located in California and Alabama; and Birmingham 2

Hot Metal Coatings and CC Metals and Alloys, both of 3

which produce custom alloys.  The second largest of 4

four U.S. cored wire producers, PC Campana, has also 5

submitted a support letter.  Clearly, a diverse 6

range of CaSi end users request continued GSP of 7

Brazil's CaSi.8

CaSi lump and powder are produced by 9

smelting basic raw material, quartz, limestone, and 10

charcoal in a submerged electric arc furnace.  CaSi 11

is available and produced in a handful of countries 12

and not in the United States because of its raw 13

material requirements and the tremendous energy 14

required.  CaSi cleans liquid steel by eliminating 15

most inclusions, which improves its castability and 16

its mechanical properties.17

Now, a word about cored wire, something I 18

know quite a bit about as I invented the cored wire 19

process in 1980.  The most efficient way of 20

delivering CaSi powder into steel is by packing it 21

into a hollow tube, called cored wire, that is fed 22
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into the ladle of molten steel.  I am very committed 1

to the U.S. cored wire industry as I helped create 2

it and CEO for 27 years of Affival, now the largest 3

U.S. cored wire producer.4

We mention cored wire because there are 5

U.S. companies that specialize in repackaging 6

imported CaSi powder and also elements into tubes to 7

make cored wire. We have been asked whether this 8

company is or will be adversely affected by 9

duty-free CaSi imports from Brazil.  The answer is 10

an unequivocal no.  11

First, some 60 percent of the cost of the 12

cored wire is the CaSi powder.  As PC Campana wrote, 13

re-establishing a five percent duty on the CaSi 14

powder input would have a serious adverse impact on 15

our business and our established customers, because 16

the company's operating costs are highly sensitive 17

to the price of input.  None of the three other U.S. 18

cored wire producers oppose the waiver.19

Second, imports from Brazil of calcium 20

silicon in cored wire form comprise less than 13 21

percent by volume of overall uses U.S. CaSi imports 22
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in all form.  That small amount of cored wire, which 1

is made to precise individual customer 2

specification, only complements U.S. cored wire 3

supplies.4

Third, because CaSi is produced in just a 5

handful of countries, there are few alternative 6

sources for U.S. companies.  China is the world's 7

largest CaSi producer and user.  Its huge domestic 8

demand and inconsistent quality, however, make China 9

an unreliable supplier.10

I would briefly like to discuss the only 11

pre-hearing brief submitted in opposition to a CNL 12

waiver.  It is from Globe Specialty Metals, which 13

imports CaSi from Globe Metales, its subsidiary in 14

Argentina.  Globe will certainly benefit from 15

Brazil's removal from the GSP program.  That is the 16

only basis for the opposition.  By removing Brazil's 17

CaSi from GSP, all the U.S. steel producers, 18

foundries, cored wire producers, and other customers 19

or producers would pay higher input cost and become 20

less competitive.21

CaSi is mined and produced in some of the 22
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poorest regions in Brazil.  A loss of GSP would have 1

serious implications.  The mayor of São João 2

del-Rei, in the state of Minas Gerais, wrote to U.S. 3

Steel stating that employment and economic 4

development created in the region by mining and CaSi 5

production company, most importantly RIMA Industrial 6

and Bozel Mineraҫão, are essential to the region's 7

economic sustenance and development.8

I would like now to turn to Mr. Braulio 9

Lage, a vice president of Polymet Metals Alloys, 10

Inc.11

MR. LAGE:  Thank you, Mr. Riche.  Polymet 12

Alloys is headquartered in Birmingham, Alabama, and 13

has been in the metals and alloys business in the 14

United States since 1981.  Polymet has a long-term 15

relationship with RIMA Industrial S/A, a leading 16

producer of metals and alloys in Brazil.  Globe has 17

made wildly inaccurate assertions about RIMA's 18

capacity in production.  We will correct this in our 19

post-hearing brief.20

Let me supplement what Mr. Riche said 21

about cored wire.  First, I would like to emphasize 22
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that cored wire is not a commodity.  A commodity is 1

a mass produced, unspecialized product.  Cored wire 2

is made precisely to each customer's specifications 3

for size, wire density, chemistry, and physical 4

profile.  None is exported without a buyer as it is 5

also expensive and takes five weeks to ship from 6

Brazil.7

Second, calcium silicon included in cored 8

wire is very price sensitive, since the steel and 9

foundry industries are very competitive.  A five 10

percent duty would affect the end user's bottom line 11

as it often is equivalent to the company's profit 12

margins.  The added cost would be passed onto their 13

customers, the automotive, appliance, construction, 14

and other U.S. manufacturers.15

A case in point is Argentina's experience.  16

Argentina was suspended from GSP on May 29, 2012.  17

During the rest of 2012, Argentina's import share 18

dropped 40 percent in both volume and value, while 19

U.S. steel production and demand increased.  Please 20

note that in the 2010 GSP Annual Review, Globe 21

sought a CNL waiver to avoid losing GSP, just as 22
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Brazil is doing now.1

Third, we want to dispel Globe's alleged 2

dramatic surge in U.S. calcium silicon imports from 3

Brazil between 2010 and 2012.  To determine the true 4

levels of imports from Brazil, one must look beyond 5

the HTS 7202.99.20 tariff line.  The U.S. Customs-6

mandated shifts from another tariff line to HTS 7

7202.99.20, among other reasons, created a false 8

surge.  We will address this in our post-hearing 9

brief.10

Fourth, Globe's method to represent U.S. 11

calcium silicon imports from Brazil appears 12

misleading.  The tariff line of concern is a basket 13

category of items, each with very different price 14

points in different packaging.  The contained 15

calcium silicon weight in cored wire also needs to 16

be accounted in this calculation so that it reflects 17

the reality of the value.18

Lastly, it is not unusual when U.S. 19

imports of a chemical or a metal input are supplied 20

by just a few countries, that at least one supplier 21

will be a GSP beneficiary country and that imports 22
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from it will exceed the 50 percent CNL in a given 1

calendar year.  It is also not unusual for a CNL 2

waiver to be granted in this situation because of 3

the import's price sensitivity and vital importance 4

to the U.S. end users.  We and seven U.S. calcium 5

silicon consumers respectfully ask that the same 6

treatment be given to imports of calcium silicon 7

from Brazil.8

In summary, we believe that the grant of a 9

CNL waiver for calcium silicon from Brazil is 10

clearly in the national economic interest.  Now is 11

not the time to raise the cost for calcium silicon 12

consumers and the end users, especially when the 13

policy of the United States is to expand U.S. 14

manufacturing and to increase employment.15

Thank you very much, and we look forward 16

to your questions.17

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:  Thank you, Mr. Riche 18

and Mr. Lage.  Mr. Lage, at the tail end of your 19

testimony, you touched on a question that I was 20

going to ask, but maybe you can expand on this as 21

your answer.  22
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We did note that U.S. imports of this 1

product from Brazil nearly tripled in 2012, while 2

imports from all other sources declined.  And as you 3

mentioned, certainly one element in the decline of 4

the imports of the product from Argentina was the 5

loss of that country's GSP benefits.  But over the 6

course of 2012, it appears that Argentina -- over 7

the course of the full year of 2012, the imports 8

from Argentina went down just 17 percent, while the 9

product from Brazil increased considerably more than 10

that.  11

So that was the focus of my question, 12

which was what accounts for this?  I know you 13

touched on that a bit, but maybe you can expand on 14

it.15

MR. LAGE:  Okay, yes.  Well, there are 16

several reasons.  The first one is that there is a 17

lot of confusion about the correct U.S. HTS number 18

for calcium silicon imports to the U.S.  And in 19

Globe's petition, they only considered one category, 20

which is Chapter 72.  But, in fact, calcium silicon 21

has been imported into the U.S. under Chapter 28, 22
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which is a silicide, and also under Chapter 72, 1

under different subcategories.  And Globe only 2

considered one category of the Chapter 72.  That is 3

one issue.  The numbers are very -- how can I put 4

it, there was a lot of confusion about the numbers 5

there, and we'll be more than pleased to submit more 6

information in our post-hearing brief about that. 7

The second reason is that these are basket 8

categories.  And when you talk about basket 9

categories, there is a possibility there are other 10

products included in these categories that are not 11

calcium silicon that have been accounted for in 12

these calculations.13

The third reason is that because it is a 14

basket category, also they are combining calcium 15

silicon with calcium silicon cored wire.  Calcium 16

silicon cored wire is about 50 percent calcium 17

silicon powder and 50 percent steel.  So one has to 18

be very careful when accounting for total imports of 19

calcium silicon, because when you account for cored 20

wire, the weight is twice as much because of the 21

weight of the steel.22
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So there are a lot of issues involved in 1

these numbers that have to be clearly identified so 2

that we can have a clear picture of the imports from 3

Brazil.  Our numbers tell us that imports from 4

Brazil, in fact, have not surged like they are 5

claiming that it has surged in the past years.6

The fourth point is that they never 7

considered the increase in U.S. steel production 8

during those years.  So that is another thing that 9

happened, the steel production in the U.S. kept 10

growing.  In the last two years, it has been growing 11

at six percent or so.12

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:  Thank you.  We'll look 13

forward to receiving some additional information 14

from you on this question in your post-hearing 15

brief.  Just to be clear, the trade figures that I 16

quoted were not from Globe's submission, but they 17

were from the ITC's data web, which is the official 18

U.S. Government statistics on this.19

Just one other point of clarification, I 20

believe, if I understand it correctly, the calcium 21

silicon powder and the cored wire product both come 22
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in under the same tariff category; is that correct?1

MR. LAGE:  That's correct.2

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:  I believe that Globe, 3

in its submission, alleged that the surge in the 4

imports in this category were accounted for by the 5

higher value-added product, which of course is the 6

cored wire product, as opposed to the powder 7

product.8

MR. LAGE:  Well, that's another number 9

that we would like to dispute because the imports of 10

calcium silicon in cored wire form from Brazil, as a 11

percentage of total imports of calcium silicon into 12

the U.S. in the last four or five years, have been 13

well below 13 percent, in general.  So we don't 14

understand that argument, if I understood your 15

question correctly.16

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:  Well, perhaps it 17

revolves around your assertion that there have been 18

some different interpretations of different tariff 19

lines and that perhaps there was a consolidation of 20

some of these different tariff lines in the 21

7202.99.20 in 2012.  I would be interested in the 22
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evidence to support that.  1

But, yes, I think that in that particular 2

tariff number, it is very clear that there has been 3

a surge in imports.  Exactly what accounts for that, 4

I understand you have a differing view of what may 5

account for that.  But it is very clear that there 6

was a surge of imports and that that pushed imports 7

of this product from Brazil for the first time over 8

the top in terms of the CNL threshold. 9

MR. LAGE:  That's correct.  That's 10

correct, sir.11

MS. MELLOR:  Okay, so we just discussed a 12

little bit of this, but in your pre-hearing brief, 13

you state that calcium silicon in lump and powder 14

form is not produced in the United States.  And I 15

think you just said that 13 percent of what is 16

imported from Brazil is the cored wire form.  How 17

significant are the price differentials between the 18

two?19

MR. RICHE:  The difference between the 20

powder and the cored wire, you need to add $1,000 21

per ton.  This is the cost to transfer the powder, 22
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to make from the powder to produce cored wire.1

MS. LAURY:  Can you please respond to 2

allegations that the U.S. calcium industry is 3

adversely affected by competing imports from Brazil?4

MR. LAGE:  U.S. cal?5

MS. LAURY:  U.S. calcium silicon industry.6

MR. LAGE:  I think there is a letter of 7

support.  We have proof that all CaSi users are on 8

the opposite opinion.  The steel industry, which are 9

by far the biggest users of calcium silicon, because 10

CaSi is produced to clean the steel, we have 45 11

percent of the steel production in the U.S. who tell 12

you the contrary.  13

And you have even the U.S. cored wire 14

people also says the contrary, because for the U.S. 15

cored wire people, in any case they have to import 16

their calcium silicon, and they have to sell it to 17

the steel industry.  If they pay the calcium silicon 18

five percent more, they have no other way than to 19

ask to their customers to pay a proportion more.  20

And that customer is the steel plant.  This is the 21

reason why the steel plants are really in favor of 22
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maintaining this GSP.1

MR. LAGE:  If I may add just a comment, 2

because we believe that the calcium silicon 3

industry, the end users are the steel industry, the 4

iron foundries, and some others.  We believe that 5

the cored wire producers are not end users.  They 6

are just re-packers.  They are the middleman.7

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:  I'm just trying to wrap 8

my mind around this a little bit.  If I understand 9

correctly, your companies produce both the powder 10

and the cored wire?11

MR. RICHE:  Yes.12

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:  And both of those 13

products come to the United States under this tariff 14

heading.  And that, as I understand it, again, there 15

is no production in the United States of the powder, 16

but there is production of cored wire.17

MR. RICHE:  Exactly.18

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:  The source is the 19

powder from your company, so your company provides 20

both of those products.  It doesn't compete with 21

anyone in the U.S. on the powder side.22
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MR. RICHE:  No.1

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:  But it competes with 2

other producers in the United States on the cored 3

wire side; is that correct?4

MR. RICHE:  It is correct, but I need to 5

explain how it works.  The steel plant orders cored 6

wire, and every plant, every company has a 7

specification.  The type of cored wire is different.  8

The size of the cored wire is different.  And you 9

need to deliver the material the following week 10

because they don't like to support inventory, so11

that means the U.S. producer are delivering a large 12

part of the market, which is, let's say, 13

automatically.  Coming from Brazil, it takes five 14

weeks.  We are only able to scratch a small part of 15

this global market.  The steel plants appreciate to 16

receive a quotation from us because they like to 17

have some competition.18

But basically the biggest part of the CaSi 19

cored wire in the United States is supplied by the 20

U.S. cored wire producer.21

MR. LAGE:  May I add there are four cored 22
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wire producers in the U.S.  Out of these four cored 1

wire producers, the second largest cored wire 2

producer, by the name of PC Campana, submitted a 3

letter in support to our petition.  The other three 4

cored wire producers are not opposing our petition 5

because they source the products, the calcium 6

silicon powder from us and they don't see us as 7

competitors, because we only sell -- we sell less 8

than 13 percent of the cored wire industry final 9

product in the U.S.10

MR. SCHALL:  So, essentially, you supply 11

most of the calcium silicon powder to the United 12

States, and there are a few other international 13

suppliers capable of producing the calcium silicon.  14

So wouldn't you be the dominant supplier with or 15

without the preference, the GSP preference?16

MR. RICHE:  Of course, if we lose the GSP 17

preference, we will lose some market, but most 18

importantly the customer will have to support an 19

additional price, because they could replace our 20

product by other calcium silicon which they have to 21

pay higher price.  And the other alternative is 22
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Chinese material, which is really difficult for the 1

steel plant because they will introduce in their 2

steel a completely different quality.3

You know, if you look at the situation of 4

the CaSi market today, the CaSi market is supplied 5

by the Brazilians, by the Argentinians, by the 6

Europeans, and the Chinese, but the Chinese 7

represents a very small part of the market because 8

of quality problems.9

MS. MASON:  I have a rather specific 10

question.  What percentage of your company's exports 11

of this product from Brazil go to the U.S.?  And if 12

you would like to submit that because it is business 13

confidential information, we would accept that.14

MR. RICHE:  We will provide you.  But on a 15

global basis, we export more than 80, 85 percent of 16

our CaSi, but not only to the U.S., of course, to 17

the complete world.18

MR. LAGE:  We will provide that number in 19

our post-hearing brief.20

MR. KARAWA:  Thank you.  Is your company's 21

penetration of other countries' market for this 22
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product dependent primarily on preferences?1

MR. RICHE:  Out of the United States, we 2

didn't pay duty because in Europe there is no duty.  3

In Japan, there is no duty.  In the East countries, 4

there is no duty.  So this product is completely 5

free.6

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:  When you say no duty, 7

do you mean no duty on imports from Brazil or no 8

duty on a Most Favored Nation basis for all sources?9

MR. RICHE:  For all sources, except for --10

to be precise, the only country which is paying 11

taxes is China, because China imposed taxes on 12

exports.  That means the taxes are not from Europe, 13

from Japan, but China.  When you are a Chinese 14

producer, when you export China, you have export 15

taxes.  Why?  Because the calcium silicon consumes a 16

lot of energy and a lot of electricity.  China 17

doesn't have the work, doesn't have enough, and 18

tries to reduce this kind of business.19

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:  Okay, I'd like to thank 20

the panel for your testimony.  As we have mentioned, 21

there will be -- I think that you have undertaken to 22
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provide additional information in your post-hearing 1

submission.  It is possible we may have a few 2

additional questions for you.  If so, we'll get 3

those to you within a week or so.  Thank you very 4

much.5

And then I'd like to call to the panel the 6

last witnesses for the day, representing Globe 7

Specialty Metals, which opposes the petition to 8

waive CNLs for this product.9

(Pause.)10

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:  Mr. Perkins, will you 11

be giving the testimony today?12

MR. PERKINS:  Yes, sir.13

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:  Okay, very good.14

MR. PERKINS:  Good afternoon.  My name is 15

Marlin Perkins.  I am the Vice President of Sales at 16

Globe Metallurgical.  I have been in this position 17

since 2006.  I oversee the domestic sales of all of 18

our silicon-based alloys, ferrosilicon, magnesium 19

ferrosilicon, specialty foundry inoculants, and in 20

this case calcium silicon from our sister company in 21

Argentina.22
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As explained in our pre-hearing brief, the 1

petition for competitive need limitation waiver for 2

calcium silicon imports from Brazil should be denied 3

because Brazil is a highly competitive supplier of 4

calcium silicon in the United States that does not 5

need GSP treatment to be competitive, and because 6

granting the waiver would have a serious adverse 7

impact on the domestic calcium silicon industry.8

As I understand it, the purpose of the GSP 9

program is to give developing countries preferential 10

tariff treatment until their exporters are able to 11

compete for sales of their products without this 12

preference.  In this case, the two Brazilian 13

exporters, Bozel and RIMA, are leading suppliers of 14

calcium silicon globally.  Bozel describes itself as 15

the largest producer of calcium silicon alloys in 16

the western world, serving the steel industry 17

worldwide.  RIMA describes itself as the world 18

leader in the production of silicon-based alloys 19

used in the foundry and steel industries.20

The competitiveness of these companies 21

with respect to calcium silicon ferroalloys is 22
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demonstrated by the large increase in their exports 1

to the United States under HTS 7202.99.20.  In just 2

two years, from 2010 to 2012, the volume of imports 3

of calcium silicon from Brazil under this heading 4

increased by over 1,000 percent.  Over the same 5

period, the Brazilian share of the total U.S. volume 6

under that increased from just over 8 percent to 7

more than 59 percent.8

Before the ITC, the Brazilian suppliers 9

argued that this rate of increase in their exports 10

is overstated because some portion of their export 11

volume was reported under other tariff subheadings.  12

First of all, the only calcium silicon exports from 13

Brazil that are relevant to evaluating the request14

for a waiver are exports of merchandise properly 15

classified under HTS 7202.99.20, that is, product 16

containing less than 4 percent iron, at least 4 17

percent iron.  All such imports should have been 18

reported under HTS 7202.99.20.19

Second, the fact is that Brazil supplied 20

more than 60 percent of the calcium silicon market 21

in 2012, with all of its competitors combined less 22
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than 40 percent.  Thus, it is undeniable that Brazil 1

is not only highly competitive, in fact, Brazil has 2

become the dominant supplier of calcium silicon in 3

the U.S. market.4

The Brazilian producers have gained this 5

dominant position by selling at low prices.  In 6

2012, the average unit value of U.S. calcium silicon 7

imports from Brazil was the lowest of any import 8

source.  The Brazilian imports have such low average 9

unit values, even though unlike imports from 10

Argentina and other countries they include large and 11

growing volumes of cored wire, which is higher 12

priced per unit than calcium silicon powder.13

From 2009 to 2012, as the economy 14

recovered from the recession, U.S. steel production 15

increased by 52 percent.  Over the same period, 16

reported U.S. port arrivals of calcium silicon cored 17

wire from Brazil increased by nearly 2,100 percent.  18

These Brazilian cored wire imports are sold in 19

direct competition with the domestic calcium silicon 20

cored wire industry.  As the volume of Brazilian 21

imports has increased, the Brazilian imports have 22
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captured an increasing share of the U.S. calcium 1

silicon cored wire market.  Thus, it is not true, as 2

the Brazilian suppliers claim, that granting a 3

waiver would have no adverse impact on the U.S. 4

industry.5

Finally, granting a waiver would 6

facilitate continued aggressive penetration of the 7

U.S. market by the Brazilian suppliers of calcium 8

silicon and calcium silicon cored wire that would 9

undermine the ability of Globe and others to produce 10

calcium silicon domestically.  Thank you.11

MS. MELLOR:  For our first question, you 12

indicate that Globe Metals imports its calcium 13

silicon powder from Argentina.  Did Globe Specialty 14

Metals utilize the GSP program prior to Argentina 15

losing GSP benefits?  And how did Argentina's loss 16

of GSP eligibility affect your sourcing of the 17

product in 2012, and do you believe that Argentina's 18

loss of GSP eligibility was a factor in the increase 19

in 2012 of imports from Brazil?20

MR. PERKINS:  Certainly, we lost sales 21

because of that.  I think the numbers bear that out.22
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MR. KRAMER:  The decline in the volume of 1

imports from Argentina from 2011 to 2012 was 7.1 2

percent, 288 metric tons.  The increase in volume 3

from Brazil was 200 percent, 5,252 metric tons.  So 4

there was some degree of offset, but it was very 5

small.6

I'm not sure we answered all three parts 7

of your question.8

MS. MELLOR:  Okay.  I guess back to the 9

beginning.  So you did utilize the GSP program to 10

import from Argentina?11

MR. PERKINS:  Yes, ma'am, we did.12

MS. MELLOR:  Okay.  And you continue to 13

import from Argentina now?14

MR. PERKINS:  Yes, ma'am, we do.15

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:  And the product that 16

you import from Argentina is the powder product; is 17

that correct?  And do you import any cored wire 18

product?19

MR. PERKINS:  Virtually all of our imports 20

are powder at this point.21

MS. LAURY:  In your pre-hearing brief and 22
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just now you stated that there is no domestic 1

production of calcium silicon powder in the United 2

States.  Is Brazil the main provider of calcium 3

silicon powder?4

MR. PERKINS:  Certainly, it has been in 5

the last year, if you look at the growth and the 6

surge of the imports, yes, ma'am.7

MR. KARAWA:  If the United States imported 8

less calcium silicon powder from Brazil, do you 9

anticipate that domestic sources would rise or cover 10

the new demand?11

MR. PERKINS:  Well, certainly that is 12

possible.  We, as a ferroalloy supplier/producer, 13

are looking at that eventuality.  And, also, we 14

could supply more product out of Argentina, as well.15

MR. KARAWA:  When you say Argentina, then 16

it won't be domestic.17

MR. PERKINS:  Yes, sir, that's true.  We 18

have the ability to do either.  We could produce it 19

here or we can import more from Argentina.20

MS. MASON:  The petitioner and others have 21

argued that denial of a CNL waiver for this product 22
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will substantially increase the cost of specialty 1

steel production in the U.S.  Can you comment on 2

this, please?3

MR. PERKINS:  Yes, ma'am, I'd be happy to.  4

If you look at the end user, which the main end user 5

is the U.S. steel industry, calcium silicon is added 6

to the steel process at the very last step, the very 7

last step before it is cast into a solid form.  8

Calcium silicon is a very potent alloy and doing its 9

job.  It is very potent, so you need just a very, 10

very small amount.  11

So how much is a small amount?  In most 12

steel mills, producing a ton of steel would use less 13

than one pound of calcium silicon, one pound per ton 14

of steel produced.  If you look at the cost of that 15

one pound, and at the extreme in the cored wire form 16

of $2 a pound, it's less than that, but just use 17

this as an extreme example and easier to calculate.  18

One pound is $2 per ton.  And if you look at 19

5 percent of that, 5 percent of $2 is what, it's a 20

dime.21

Steel sells for $450 to $550 a ton, so 22
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you're talking about 1 dime per ton.  I would hold 1

that it doesn't even move the needle, is not even a 2

rounding error.3

MR. KRAMER:  Whether or not there would be 4

any cost increase would depend on whether the 5

supplier wasn't able to pass through the increased 6

cost to the customer.  And in the case of Argentina, 7

they were not able to pass through the increased 8

cost.9

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:  I should know this, but 10

please remind me.  Globe's business is not producing 11

cored wire; is that correct?  You are a provider of 12

the powder to those who provide cored wire; is that 13

correct?14

MR. PERKINS:  We have a facility in 15

Argentina that does produce wire, and we have a 16

facility in Poland that produces wire.  Most all 17

this product is sold somewhere outside of the United 18

States.19

MR. KRAMER:  I think your question was 20

what does Globe produce?21

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:  Yes.22
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MR. PERKINS:  Oh, I'm sorry. 1

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:  What does Globe 2

produce?3

MR. PERKINS:  Globe Metallurgical?4

MR. KRAMER:  Right.5

MR. PERKINS:  Globe Metallurgical does not 6

produce powder, no, sir.  Our affiliate in -- we 7

produce silicon metal, ferrosilicon, magnesium 8

ferrosilicon, special foundry inoculants, and that 9

class.10

MR. KRAMER:  It is silicon metal, which is 11

virtually pure silicon, and then an array of 12

silicon-based alloys.  This particular type of alloy 13

is produced in Argentina for Globe rather than in 14

the United States.  But it is produced as a very 15

similar, same type of product, produced in the same 16

type of smelting process, same facilities, and this 17

is just another variant which they currently do not 18

produce in the United States, but could.19

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:  Okay.  A follow-up to 20

that is that you noted in your own submission that 21

there are four U.S. producers of calcium silicon 22
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cored wire.  And I believe the previous panel 1

indicated that one of those firms had indicated that 2

it supported their petition or at least did not 3

oppose it.4

Do you have any knowledge as to whether 5

the other companies are aware of the petition or 6

have any particular interests in the matter?7

MR. KRAMER:  We think there is some degree 8

of variation among the companies as to the extent to 9

which they know it exists or could take a position. 10

We would hope they would, in view of the fact they 11

are directly affected.12

CHAIRMAN JACKSON:  That's why I asked the 13

question.  It would seem that they were directly 14

affected, and I don't believe that we have heard 15

anything from them directly, although I'll have to 16

check the record as the previous panel indicated 17

that one of the firms had weighed in on this.18

But I believe that that concludes our 19

testimony and our hearing for the day.  I'd like to 20

thank all of the witnesses.  As I have mentioned in 21

the previous sessions, we may have some additional 22
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questions for you, for your post-hearing submission.  1

A post-hearing submission is not required unless we 2

ask questions of you, in which case we would ask you 3

to respond to those questions in your submission.4

Thank you very much.  And I can say that 5

the hearing is now concluded.  Thank you.6

(Whereupon, at 1:10 p.m., the meeting was 7

adjourned.)8
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